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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR AN INELASTIC BEAM-COLUMN PROBLEM
by
Sampath Iyengar and W. F. Chen
ABSTRACT
A campu ter program to obtain the response of an ecce.ntrically _
loaded beam-column under a concentrated load at the midspan is presente4.
The r~lationships, derived in earlier papers, between the con-
centrated load and curvature at midspan are the bases for this program.
Seven different types of cross sections for which the moment-
curvature-thrust relations have been previously approximated in the
form of analytical expressions can be handled by the program. The
maximum load that the beam-column can carry is computed within close
tolerances. The ~nd slope and central deflection at all stages of
loading are available at user's option.
Both ~he elastic and ela~tic-plastic stages of the beam~column
behavior, including unloading, are covered in the solution.
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· 1. INTRODUCTION
The behavior of an eccentrically loaded beam-column under a
concentrated load at the midspan, as shown in Fig. 1, is an 'important
technical problem with frequent engineering applications. The obvious
example is" a compression member in building frames or bridge trusses.
"Analytical solutions using the central deflection as a pa-
'rameter exist, if the beam-column behavior is Itmited to the elastic
range [lJ. It has re~ently been shown that the central curvature is
a more suitable parameter for the solution of the problem, if the
beam-column behavior extends into the inelastic range [2J.
The procedure, using the latter approach, can be stated ve~y
briefly as follows: The moment-curvature-thrust relationships (m-~-p
curves) for varibus structural sections can be closely approximated by
the use of simple analytical expressions~[3,4J. Such expressions may
be used in a computer program to solve numerically the equations es-
tablished between external loads (thrust'and concentrated 19ad) and
the central curvature [3J.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The beam-column shown in Fig. 1 is symmetrically loaded
and, hence, only one-half of its length need be considered. The
origin is chosen at the left end with the axes directed as shown.
It is assumed that lateral torsional buckling' of the beam-
column is effectively prevented so that failure is always caused by
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excessive bending in the plane of the applied loads. The thrust P
with an eccentricity e at the ends of the beam-column is assumed to
be applied first and maintained at a constant value. The lateral
load Q is then gradually incr~ased from zero to its maximum value
and \ subsequently allowed to drop off steadily.
The beam-column behaves, under loads P and Q, in one of
the six different ways shown in Fig. 1. In the zone marked 'Primary
Plastic' the c9mpression fibers only have yielded, whereas in the
zone marked 'Se~ondary Plastic', the tension fibers also have yielded.
The computer program establishes the relationship between Q
and the· central curvature. Analytical expressions are needed" to
-relate curvature and the corresponding moment on the one hand and
the lateral load Q and the central curvature (through the central
moment) 'on the other. The former are discussed in the next section
and the latter in the succeeding one,
3. GENERALIZED MOMENT-CURVATURE-THRUST RELATIONSHIPS
If M, P, and ~ are the actual moment, t~rust, and curvature, .
respectively, the corresponding quantities non-dimensionalized with
respect to conditions at initial yield for a given" cross section may
be represented by
M
m =-
M
Y
, p
p
p
y
, cp = (1)
A general m-~-p curve of a common structural section with or
- without the influence of residual stresses usually has the shape shown
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in Fig. 2. The curve sketched is for a constant value of p. Similar
curves for higher p-values would be below such a curve, while those
for lower p-values would lie. above it.
The curve may be divided into three regimes: Elastic, pri-
mary plastic, and secondary plastic. These are separated by the
points (m ,ep ) and (m ,cp ) in the figure. As cp tends to infinity,
1 1 a 2
the moment m approaches the value m asymptotically. The value of mpc pc
is the maximum (non-dimensionalized) moment that the section can be
subjected to in the presence of the thrust p.'
The m-~-p curve is assumed to be closely represented by the
following expressions, where1n 8, b, c, and f are constants [4J.
Elast·ic regime
m = a cp
~rimary Plastic regime
m = b -
valid for
valid for cp <cp<ep
1 - - 2
(2)
(3)
Secondary Plastic regime
m=mpc
f
. valid for cp :s ep ~ co
2
(4)
Equations c,an be established for the constants 8, b, c, .and f in terms
of m , m ,m ,~, and ~ using these relations. The solutions of
1 .2 pc 1 2
these equations lead to the following t?xpressions for the const~nt's
(5)
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1/2
m - m1 (:: )2
b = 1/2 (6)"
1
-(::)
m
- m2 1 (7)c = 1 1
112 --rra
tpl epa
(8)
The process of curve fitting thus involves the parameters ffi
1
,
~ , m , ~ ,m . The term m can be computed directly in terms of p
1 2 2 pc pc
using ,standard expressions. It is recalled that m is independent ofpc
the residual stress distribution over the cross section.
The choice of the parameters which are functions of p is ex-
plained in detail in an earlier paper [4J. For the following six
cross sections their values are listed in Table 1.
NTYPE
1
3
4
5
6
7
Solid rectangular cross section
Wide-flange shape bent about the strong
axis (without residual stre~ses)
,Wide-flange shape bent about the weak
axis (without residual stresses)
Wide-flange shape bent about the strong.
axis (with residual stresses)
Wide-flange shape bent about the weak
axis (with residual stresses)
Square tubular section (without residual
stresses)
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If NTYPE = 1 (rectangle), the expressions are simple and
exact [3J. The moment m may be expressed directly in terms bf cur-
·vature ~ and thrust p, since the constants are simple function~ of p.
In the elastic range
m = c.p _valid for 0 ~ ~ ~ I-p (9)
In the primary plastic range
3/2
m = 3 (l-p) - 2. (l-p) valid for
~1/2
In the secondary plastic range
1I-p < ~ < --- (10)
- - I-p
Hence,
1
2cp2
a = 1
1
valid for -1-- < ~ < 00
-p - - (11)
b = 3 (l-p)
c
3/2
= 2 (I-p) (12)
f = 0.5
If NTYPE = 2 [idealized (very thin flange elements) wide-
flange shape (without residual stresses) bent about the strong axis],
an ad4itional parameter R, called the shape variable, is necessary
to distinguish between the existence and non-existence of the
secondary plastic regime [3].
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1
If P 2: l+R'
a = 1
b 3 (l+R) (l-p)= 1 + 3R
2 3/a
c = 1 + 3·R (l-p)
('0 = I-pT1
epa = co
(13)
" (14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
In this case, therefore, there is no secondary plastic regime.
1
'If P ~ l+R
a = "1 (18)
b 'A (19)= I-p +-
~
1/2 }... (20)c = (l-p) -\.L
where
A .= 2 p [1 + 2R - (l+Rr pJ (21)
and
( 1/2 "1/2 ')
~ = (1+3R) ~I 1 - (l-p) [1 - (l+R) p] ':. (22)\ l'i JL
f 1 (23)= 2 (1+3 R)
.3 1 + 2R - (1+R)2 p2 (24)m = --pc 2 1 + 3R
~l = I-p (25)
1
·(26)c.p2 = 1 - (l+R) P
-,7-
For the special case of p = 0, since ~ assumes the form 0/0,
~
the values of band c, by the use of L'Hospital' s rule, are
4
c = 2 + R
b = 1 + c
1 + 2R
1 + 3R (27)
(28)
If R is zero (and since p is always less than 1), Eqs. (18) through
(28) reduce to those of a solid rectangular section. The value of R
for good curve-fitting has been shown to lie between 1.0 and 1.4 [3J.
4. LOAD-CURVATURE RELATIONSHIPS
The basic differential equation for the bending of a beam-
column is
(29)
where k2 = P lEI and EI is -the flexural rigidity of the section in the
plane of bending.
This equation may be combined "With Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) for
-m in terms of ~ presented in the previous chapter .. The corresponding
equations in the three zones are:
d2 cn k2
=--:t. + - ep = 0
dx2 a
Primary Plastic Zone
2
d2 cp 3 (~)
cp - 2 dx
dx2
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= 0
. (30)
(31)
Seeondary Plastic Zone
2d-2 cn deotp .=-:r. _ 3 (.::.I.)
dx2 dx
(32)
The general solutions of these equations are, respectively,
kx . kx~ = A cos -- + B s~n --
la ;a
(33)
1/2 1/2 1/irrr 1/2- .~-Ie \1 ; 1"D - CP j 1 -1 t:. D - qJ ) !
X
-
X = - 1/2 ' + 172 tanh 1[2 1(34)p 12k D h ep D D ~
2 If t 1 :(/2 /
. X - X = - - ; G + - ,': ; 2G
s 3k~ l:p(' ~
1)
cp r (35)
where A, B, D, G, x , and x are integration constants.p s
These constants can be evaluated from known boundary con-
ditions for each zone (elastic, primary plastic, and secondary plas-
tic) as well as the conditions at the end and at the midspan of the
beam-column. The reader is referred to an earlier pape'r for de-
tails [3J. The final resulting equations for each case (Fig. 1) are
listed here and are the basic building blocks for the computer program.
Add~tional symbols which appear in these equations have been defined
under Nomenclature.
For cases 1 through 6,
m
o
(36)
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(37)
Case 1 (O:S epm ~ CPl)
q - tp relation
m
-troo + 2aq # ktJ ktIf P ~ 0, ~ - -- S1n ---. sec---
m a /a kt 2/a 2/a
. If P = 0, cp = ~
m a
(38)
(39)
x - e.p relation
cp = rmo COS{kt (1 _ 2~)_l}La t 2/aIf P -:f 0,
+Gin ( t . x
/8. k.{, ~ . l)l/a J
kt
sec -
2/a
(40)
2aq xIf p = 0, ~ = --- -
a t
q - cp, relation
m
(41)
'Pm = epl (42)
where
and
-10-
(44)
and the following equation is satisfied:
P1 v6 1 [1\1/2 1/2 _1 ( . 1 )lfa1
- kt · T - Ii 3/4 1)3/2 en-I) + tanh 1- 11 J = 0
'P1
Pi
.P
1
is the length of the elastic zone (0 ~ T ~ 0.5, Fig. 1)
x - cp relations
(45)
Elastic zone
Primary plastic zone
1/2 1/2
+ tanh_1 {I _ (~) l}
CPl 11
Case 3. (rn < cp. < tn )~l - m - '2
q - e.p relation
m·
-1 FJtanh ~kt
-11-
(47)
3/2
(
1/2 )
c.p + R
m
1/2
. 1/'2 1/2 . 1/2
(
1/2 ) '{C epm - epo + R )
'Pm + R 1/2
tpo
_1 (+ tanh 1
<Pm + R
where
-1
- tanh
1/2
R
- kt = 0 (48)
and
(49)
c2
q>o = end curva ture = 2' (epl ~ CPo ~ ~2) , '(50)
(b - m )
o
x - ep relation
where
_1
+ tanh
.(51)
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_ -1
+ tanh
(
l/a )"1/2
cp + R
m
(52)
q - c.p relation
m
epa
If p i: 0, cp = ----
m ,. c~ + 2£ R epa
where
and the following equation is satisfied
- 2 [k.t ~ + 2/£
1/2
(1 + 20 ] (k.t) 34 (1 - C)(k~)
.{, 3 ep 3/2
2
(53)
(54) ,
(55)
(56)
where p , the distance to the boundary of the secondary plastic zone
2
from the end (Fig. 1), is given by
. 1/2 )1/2
" CPl
I 1/2'
CPa
.1
+ tanh _1 (tanh 1
1/2 1./2]
ep2 \
1/2)
" (('1
(57)
The expression for" is the same as in Case 2 (Eq. (43))
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and
2 f
q>m = ex (1 - q)
a CP2 1
q=za~
T
x - ep relations
If P :/: 0
Elastic zone Same as for Case 2 (Eq. (46»)
(58)
(59)
_1
+ tanh
[
1/2 1/2 . .(1.1\2 tp
1\ en - 1) - 1
cp
(60)
--( Pa xSecondary plastic zone If ~ t ~ 0.5, tp2 ~ tp ~ tpm)
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(61)
x CPl
cp=--t p
1
T
(62)
Case 5 (epa.:s CPm .:s (0)
q - c.p relation·
m
· 1/2
( 1/2)D - ep2
(63)
(64)
-1
- tanh
where
and ~ is as in Case 3 (Eq. (50)).
o
The distance Pz (0 ~ ~ ~ 0.5) is given by
-15-
(65)
with\
x - Sp relations
Primary plastic zone rO < !. < P; rn < rn < en J
- - L -.t - "\.J' 10 - "t" - T2
(66)
(67)
/ 1/2 ,1/2
(n 12) ~ ;:.. ,£1/2)X le.1 1 - cp0
-=---t 12 kt D 1/2 l/a
'Po <.p (68)
(1 l/S )2 \)1/2}1{ _1 CPa _1 ~+ nl/2 tanh - -n- taJ.?h . 1
t2 X ]Secondary plastic zone ~ < ~ < 0.5, rn < cp < rnbo "V - t - 12 - - Tm
q - ep relation
m
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(69)
where
(71)
x - ~ relation [0 _< 7 _< 0.5, ro < ro < ro ]
- 'V"""'o - ,., - "1"m
Secondary plastic zone
x 1 ~q [~m 2 (stl/ ]-=-+2 3ft 2 (kt)2 kt
- ~ If 1:...[1:._1-+1. J1/2 ~+2-_~ (O!q)J(O!q)3 -kt. cp tp, f kt ep ep f kt
m m
(72)
5. FURTHER CLASSIFICATION OF BEAM-COllJMN BEHAVIOR
In Fig. 1 the behavior of the beam-column under the loads
has -been classified into six different cases depending on the nature
and extent of yielding.
The behavior may also be-classified into three groups based
on conditions at the ends of the beam-column due to initial loading
(q = 0) to facilitate programming.
One of the assumptions in the problem is that the thrust ratio
(p) and the eccentricity ratio (~) are held constant as the transverse
r
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load ratio q is varied. (Since only ratios, which are non-dimensionalized '
quantities, will be referenced throughout most of this text, the term ratio
itself will be dropped in further discussion). The transverse load does
not alter the curvature at the ends of the beam-column since these are
simple supports. Hence, the end curvature ~ is invariant throughout
o
the solution of the problem. Its magnitude depends only on the value of
the end moment m. [Further, since the beam-column has some finite
o
length (other than zero), ~m' the curvature at midspan, is never less than
~ , the curvature at the ends].
o
The curvature ~o may be in one of the following three ranges:
8. o ::; ~o :S cp~ Ends are elastic (Group 1)
b. q>l ~CPO:scp2 Ends are in primary plastic zone (Group 2)
c. CP2 <ep <00 Ends are in secondary plastic ·zone (Group 3)- 0-
If the ends are elastic (Group 1) under the action of p alone, the be-
havior under the transverse load q is confined to one of the three
following cases:
Case 1. Beam-column is elastic throughout. (0 ~~m ~ ~l)
Case 2. A central portion of the beam-column is in the
primary plastic zone. (cp < ~ < ~ )
1 - m - 2
Case 4. A central portion of th~ beam-column is' in the
secondary plastic zone. (cp < rn .< 00)
2 - Tm -
Similarly, Group 2 includes Cases 3 and 5 while Group 3 includes Case 6
only.
The order in which the several cases in a specific group may
occur with increasing CPm is also of importance in programming.
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If the beam-column is elastic throughout under thrust palone,
its behavior under the transverse load q is initially governed by Case 1.
The addition of the lateral load q will increase ~ and for some value,
.m
say q = q ) ~ will a"ttain the value c.p. That is, the top fibers begin
1 m 1
to yield and the primary plastic zone begins to spread from the center
towards the ends. Hence, the behavior is now governed by Case 2. If
~ can further be increased to ~ , the bottom fibers also begin to yield
m 2
and the behavior is finally ,governed by Case 4.
eThe initial loading conditions (p and -) and the geometry of
r
the beam-column (~) may, however, be such that Case 2 governs at start.
r .
That is, with q = 0, co < en < m. Subsequent behavior under q is then
T 1 - 1m - T a
confined to this case and perhaps Case 4.
By similar reasoning, the following table can be constructed:
Group 1
Starting Case
Case 1
Case 2
Case 4
Starting.Case
. Case 3
Case 5
Subsequent Cases in Order
Cases 1, 2, and 4
Cases 2 and 4
Case 4
Group 2
Subsequent Cases in Order
Cas.es 3' and 5
Case 5
-19-
Starting Case
Case .6
Group 3
Subsequent Cases in Order
Case 6
The starting case is decided by the combination of the three
factors p, !, and ~ for a given set of material properties .. Among the
r r
subsequent cases noted previously all of them may be covered in the
order indicated or the beam-column may unload, that is, q becomes
negative and only the first few cases will be covered. The exception
to this statement will b~ noted when Case 1 is discussed.
The maximum value of q may be attained in anyone of the
cases. Again, Case 1 is an exception.
6. INTRODUCTION TO THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
A. Major Details of the Progra~
The computer program is actually a set of subprograms. In
this set SUBROUTINE BMCOL (INTER) must be CALL-ed by the user's main
program. This subprogram acts in a supervisory capacity guiding the
.path of calculations.
The length (in octal numbers) of" each subp!ogram, using the
RUN compiler of the·CDC 6400 installation at Lehigh University, is as
follows:
-20-
SUBROUTINE Name Length (Octal)
BMCOL
Be
FKL2A
CALC
HALVE
XVSFI
BLOCK DATA
.LABELS
XVSPHI
'QMAX
Sub-Total
COMMON block BL
COMMON block BLA
Total
2574
563
1000
233
47
150
7
33
102
163
5360
25
154
5561
Beginning with the next chapter, the algorithm of the solution
will be presented covering Cases 1, 2, 4, 3, 5, and 6 i~ that order.
'·Frequent -references to the flow-chart (Fig. 3) are desirable. The sub-
programs themselves will be discussed independently at a later stage to
complete the cov~rage.
B. Preliminary Steps
The details- regarding input to the routine will be explained'
in the User's Guide. For now~ it is assumed that when SUBROUTINE BMCOL
(INTER) i~entered all the necessary details of the problem are available.
[For the sake of brevity, 'in further references to the subprograms, only
the corresponding names will be used in the 'following form: SR BMCOL
instead of SUBROUTINE BMCOL (INTER)].
At the end of the compilation of the user's program along with
this set of subprograms, certain arrays (IVAR, JVAR, AND LVAR) which
store FORMAT statements and a variable called THIRD will have been
initialized by the BLOCK DATA subprogram.
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Besides initializing certain other variables, the first
task of SR BMCOL is to produce an echo of the input data and print
the values of the coefficients a, b, c, f etc. referred to in
Chapter 3. These coefficients are functions of p and the nature of
the section (NTYPE). The equations listed in Table 1 and in Chapter 3
are used.
The variable FORMAT arrays are also suitably modified to
accommodate the user's request for a printout of the end slope and
central deflection of the beam-column for all values of q.
Next, the values of two important quantities kt and mare
. 0
checked to determine the existence or otherwise of a solution to the
problem defined. The end moment m has the magnitude -21 p (~) (~).
orr
If
this exceeds m ,there is obviously no solution to the problem. Frompc
t 1/2
k2 = p/EI the value of kt is - (pcr IE) • If k~ exceeds n, the impli-
r y
cation is that the elastic buckling load of the column is exceeded.
Again, there is no solution. Under either of these conditions SR BMCOL
returns control to the main program after printing corresp~nding mes-
sages and resetting the variable FORMAT arrays.
c. Use of the Argument INTER
If m > m or k~ > TI for a specific set of values p, ~, and
o pc r
er' it is evident that for a subsequent higher set of values for these
variables there will be no solution. For example, if p = 0.60 and
there is no solution, the limit of p has been reached, other parameters
remaining the same.
/
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In SR BMCOL, INTER is initially set to the value 1. This
value is not modified if no solution can exist for the set of input
data. Otherwise, it is reset to O.
Assume ~ow that the user is generating results for increasing
values of, say, p tn a DO-loop in the main program (the discussion is
equally applicable if the parameter is e/r or t/r). After each CALL
to SR BMCOL the value of INTER should be checked. If INTER ~ 0, further
CALL-s in the loop must be INTERrupted, as in the foll.owing program
section.
DO 1000 NP = 1,20
P = NP-l
P = O. 05a;'<p
CALL BMCOL (INTER)
IF. (INTER-NE-O) GO TO 2000
1000 CONTINUE
2000 CONTINUE
Other cases where such an interruption is desirable will be .
point.ed out when the several cases are discussed.
D. General Approach
In general, solutions will be sought if m < m and kt < TT.
o pc
the basic logic is to decide the group first and the case next by a p~o-
cess of successive eliminations.
From Eqs. (40) and (46) (also for Case 4) with x = 0 the
m
end curvat·ure c.p is -.£ when Group 1 controls. Conversely, therefore,
o a
m -
if -.£ < rn , the behavior is governed by Cases 1-,. 2, and/or 4 which belong
a - 1 1
to Group 1.
-23-
m
oIf -- > ~ Group 2 or Group 3 must control. If ~ , as given"
a ~ 0
by Eq. (50) (also for Case 5) does not exceed ~ , Group 2 controls.
2
Else, finally, Group 3 controls and ~ has the value given by Eq. (71).
o
Similarly, the value of ~ with q = 0 indicates the starting case.
m
If P = O~ rn
o
= ~o = 0 (Eqs. (41) and (62~) and, hence, ~o
is always less than ~ . "Further, ~ (with q = 0) = 0 (Eq. (39). Hence,
1 m
~ < ~. Thus, if p = 0, even the starting case (Case 1) is ~irectly
m 1
known. More simply, if p = 0, there is no load and the behavior is
elastic initially under load q.
7. SOLUTION - CASE 1
A. The Special Case of Ii = a
Earlier discussion has shown that when p = 0, Case 1 is- the
starting case. The initial values q = 0 and e.p =0 are first printed-.
m "
The end slope and central deflection are also zero. These are printed
only if the user has requested a printout of end slope (8 ) and central
o
deflection (a/h) through setting INDEX (input parameter) to a non-zero
integer value (from 1 to 9).
Equation (39) shows that ~ is a linear function of q. Since
m
one terminal point on the q - ~m curve is available (q = ~m = 0), the
response in Case 1 is completely defined when the other· terminal point
is known. By setting ~ - ~ the limiting value of Case 1, q = a~ la,
m - 1 1"
can be' evaluated. The values q and ~ are printed next.
m
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If e and a/h have been requested, SR BMCOL CALL-s SR XVSFI
o
to compute these quantities and prints them out. The details of these
calculations are presented in the discussion under SR XVSFI.
B. The General Case with p ~ 0
It is assumed that the check of ~ (Eq. (40), x = 0) has in-
c
dicated that the solution is in Group 1, that is, en < cp •
'0 - 1
Case 1 will be the starting case if ~ (with q ~ 0) < ~
m, - 1
(Eq. (38». In SR B~COL, therefore, ~m is evaluated using Eq. (38)
and its value checked against ~. If ~ > ~ , the solution will be
~ m 1
sought in Case 2.
If ~ < e.p , the initial values q (= 0) and ~ are printed.
m - 1 m
If e and a/h are requested, these are made available. Equation (38)
o
also shows that ~ has a linear relationship with q. The second
m .
terminal point on the q - ~ curve is, hence, easily established by
m
setting rn = LO in Eq·. (38) and computing q.T m T 1 -
( kt maO) k~2rvaq = ~ cos --- - u
1 2/a
. kt
esc --
2/a
(73 )
Values q and ~ are then printed. The values of-e and o/h are made
. m 0
available, if requested.
c. Remarks
By virtue of the linear relationship between q and ~ in
m
Case 1, dq is a constant (which is positive). Hence, q does notd~m
attain a maximum value in Case 1. Neither does q become negative in
Case 1.
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8. SOLUTION - CASE 2
Of the six cases Case 2 requires the most programming,ef-
fort. This is 'due to several factors which will become evident in
sub,sequen t discus s ions. Mo st opera tions are done in SR Be.
A. The Special Case of p = a
When there is no thrust on the beam-column, the problem is
indeed tha t 'of a s imp Ie beam. It was shown previous ly that Case 1
is the starting.case when p = o.
For a ~ymmetrical section without residual stresses (say,
an annealed section) the stress distribution under load q wi~l be
symmetrical about the mid-height of the section considering magnitudes
only. If the beam is loaded beyond Case 1, both the top and bottom
fibers will yield together to the same length. In other words, p, = p .
1 2
That is, Case 2 is non-existent when p = O. This conclusion may also-
be reached considering that ~ = ~ if p = a for all the shapes.
1 2
For a W section with residual stresses bent about the strong
axis yielding is non-uniform along a line parallel to the neutral axis
in the flanges. The flange tips at the top yield in compression first
and yielding progresses towards the junction with the web later. A
strict definition for p is, hence, difficult. At the bottom yielding
1
in tension begins at the junction and piogresses towards the tips.
A consideration of all such details'will lead to excessive
complications in the solution. From a macro approach, as long as the
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m-~-p curves are reasonably well approximated, the overall theory is
to be co'ns·idered adequate, although not exact. An improvement even
within the bounds of this theory seems possible when ben~ing about the
weak axis (with residual stresses) is involved.
~or the present the assumption will be made that when p = 0
Case 2 is non-existent in the solution. Hence, Case 4 is the case to
be considered after Case 1 when p = O.
B. Approach to the "Solution in Case 2
Equations (42) to (45) are to be used and, fundamentally,
Eq. (45) must be satisfied. This equation is quite complicated and,
hence, a trial and error approach will be adopted. By its trans-
cendental nature it has many mathematical solutions and only the
particular values that represent a practical solution to the problem
on hand have to be chosen. Further, to define the q - rn curve ade-
" T m
quately, enough points have to be obtained in the interval ~ < ~ < ~ .
1 - m - 2"
In general, assume that a solution has been obtained for the
situation when p (Fig. 1) is the length of the elastic portion,
p 1l ~ 0.5. This value of p It is termed SMALL. The lateral load q is
1
then known. The problem is to find a new value of q when the ratio
P1~ is decreased to a new value by a prescribed decrement (input data
p
DRH012). The new ratio t is termed BIG.
The term ~ may be evaluated from Eq. (43) using the value
of BIG. The new value of q is in the neighborhood of the previous q
value (SMALLQ) , which therefore serves as a tria"1 value. Equation (44)
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may then be used to obtain s. Using S and ~ so obtained, the left-
hand side (LHS) of Eq. (45) may be evaluated. The result, say FKLI
(a signed quantity), will obviously differ from zero.
The'next trial value of q is BIGQ = SMALLQ + DQ where DQ
in SR Be has been assumed as 0.05. (The incremental value 0.05 has
been found to be adequately small. Since Eq. (45) may have multiple
solutions for q, a continuous q - ~ curve cannot be ensured if DQ has
m
a much larger value. On the other hand, a much smaller value would
slow down the entire process. However, if SMALLQ is itself smaller
than 0.05 but not zero, the value of DQ is set to the value of SMALLQ).'
Assume ,that the LHS of Eq. (45) now yields the result FKL.
If FKLI (FKL) = 0, FKL is zero and the solution for q is
the trial value BIGQ. This happenstance rarely ever occurs. If
FKLI (FKL) is positive, the LHS has not passed· through the value zero
in the range SMALLQ ~ q ~ BIGQ. Further, if IFKLI > IFKL11 , the sol~-
tion -is diverging. The choice of BIGQ was therefore wrong and the
beam-column is unloading. The next trial value should therefore be
....
BIGQ = SMALLQ - DQ. The solution must now converge. The inequality
IFKL \- < IFKLll may, hence, be assured one way or the other.
The trial value of q (BIGQ) may now be redesignated SMALLQ
and further incremented (or decremented, controlled by the sign of DQ)
if FKLl (FKL) was positive. The new trial value is BIGQ. The LHS is
re-evaluated for this value. The result is again tennedFKL. At some
stage ·of this process FKLl (FKL) will become negative. The LHS has
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therefore passed through zero for a value of q in the range SMALLQ to
BIGQ. (It is immaterial which of these is indeed small or big in
magnitude).
Once the range is established the value of q that satisfies
Eq. (45) may be found within the prescribed tolerance of TOLl (input
data) by CALL-ing SR HALVE. The process is known as the Method of
Interval Ralying which will be discussed under SR HALVE. Equation
(42) then establishes the value of ~ corresponding to this set of
mp
~ and q values. The solution may now be continued by assuming a new
P1value of T. Evidently,·a 'previous I value for q is a necessary re-
quirement of this iterative process at each step. Once the process
has been well started it can feed itself. If a continuation of Case 1
solution is sought, the value of q at the end of that solution will
serve to start the iterative process. If, on the other hand, Case 2
is the starting case, q = 0 i's the starting value.
c. types of ,Solution in Case 2
A solution in Case 2 may exist in one of several forms. The
background for each of these has already appeared in prior discussions.
1. Continuation of Case 1 Solution
If Case 1 was the starting case and the 'solu tion in that case'
has been covered, Case 2 will govern for further q values until ~
m
exceeds ~ or until q becomes negative in which case ~m < ~. Here
2 ' 2P1the initial value of )f is 0.5. At start, only for the requirements
of the program, SMALL is set at 0.5 + DRH012 and, hence, BIG is 0.5.
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As explained in B previously, the value of q is obtained
P,
for ~ = 0.5. This provides a check as q is calculated from two
d'ifferent cases (1 and 2) for the same loading condition, ~ = ~
m 1
Now BIG is redesignated SMALL and a new BIG value assumed. The value
of q is again calculated by the iterative process and this procedure
continues.
However, at each stage it is necessary to decide whether
the end of Case 2 solution is reached. Two checks are essential. If
~ (Eq. (42)) > ~ , the value assumed for BIG was too small. The same
m 2
conclusion is true if q is negative. The value of BIG in both of these
instances is modified to the average of the current values o~ BIG and
SMALL or, in other words, the decrement DRH012 is effectively reduced
to half its previous value.
After some more points on the q - ~ . curve have thus been
m
established the interval between BIG and SMALL will progressively
reduce in magnitude. The process is terminated.when this interval
is less than another pres~ribed tolerance TOL2 (input. data).
2. ~tarting Case
If the solution is in Group 1 but Case 1 is not the starting
case, Case 2 may be the starting case. Here, at start itself, the
p
ratio ~ has a value less than 0.5, since the top fibers at the center
have already yielded. This unknown ratio must first be established
with q = O.
The logic is essentially the same as in item 1. The value
p
of S (Eq. (44» will remain zero. Initially, ~ is assumed at 0.5
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and this represents BIG. With this value ~ is obtained from Eq. (43)
and the LHS (Eq. (45)) is evaluated. The result is FKLI. Redesignating
P1BIG as SMALL, the new trial value of ~ is BIG = SMALL-DRH012. The value
of the LHS is now FKL.
>The possibilities here are, as before, FKLI (FKL) < O. Even
if FKLl (FKL) >0) IFKLI will not exceed IFKLll as the process is
necessarily convergent from physical considerations of the problem. At
P1
same stage FKL1 (FKL) < O. The range for ~ havi~g been established
(SMALL to BIG) its value is more precisely obtained by using SR HALVE
. to a tolerance of TOL2.
From this stage on (START = .FALSE·, see item D) the process
P1to get q values for several ~ values is the same as that in item 1.
As pointed out already, the starting value of q is zero.
When this program was being de~eloped, it was observed that
P1
after the starting ~ value was established the beam-column would not
load at all for some prescribed parameters of initial loading. That is,
q was negative without every being positive.
The reason is that the transcendental Eq. (45) has several
mathematical solutions. Unlike in the case of q where a neighborhood
P1is very. well defined (previous q) that for T is not. There exist,
P1
sometimes, two values of ~ with corresponding ~m values in the
acceptable range m < ~ < ~. The first value, by virtue of the
T 1 - m - 2
process, is th~ larger value. Hence, the following procedure.
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and saved.
First, the larger value is found by the iteration process
P1The q-value for the subsequent decremented value of )f is
next obtained. All is well if q has a positive value. If not, 'the
p
first value of I is discarded (a message appears on output) and the
second value attempted to be found using the first value as a 'lower'
bound. If it exists, the q-values found later will be positive.
The program therefore allows for the following possibilities:
i) Case 2 is not the starting case. Case 4 may be. This is
indicated by the product FKLI (FKL) remaining positive throughout the
" P1
range of trial values for ~, the corresponding ~m values for which lie
in the range rn < rn < rn
'1 _Tm"_'Ta •
ii)
P1The first value found for lr is acceptable as the beam-
column will load (q is positive).
iii) The first value is not acceptable and the second one
exists. If the second value exists, it is acceptable as the q-value
PI
will be positive for a subsequent s~aller ~ value.
iv) The first value is not acceptable, but the second value
does not exist. Hence, Case 2 is not the starting case. Case 4 may be.
3. The Special Case NTYPE = 2
If the section is an idealized W shape bent about the strong
1
axis, CP:a is infinitywhen p 2: l+R and, hence, Case 2 is the concluding
case. (If NTYPE = 2 and p 2: l~R' the logical variable TYPE has the
value .TRUE. in the program. Else; its value is .FALSE.).
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The considerations in items I and 2 hold good even here,
However,. since 00 cannot be handled by the machine as a number, ~ is
2
arbitrarily set in SR BMCOL to 100,0, The user must prescribe the
limit of ~m up to which solution is desired. This is done by pre-
scribing RANGE, an input parameter, The upper limit TPHI2 for ~ , is
m
'then set by SR BMCOL at RANGE times CPa which, for convenience, will
be termed t~ ,henceforth, Obviously, for practical situations RANGE
2
in this case should be a fraction, say 0.5.
If the ini~ia1 loading and geometry of'the beam-column are
P1
such that Case 1 is not the starting case and a value of ~ (for which
m lies in the range ~ < m < t~ ) that satisfies Eq, (45) with q = 0
T m 1 - T m - '2
cannot be found, the conclusion is that the initial loading is so heavy
that the beam-column is bent beyond practicable use under the action- of
palone.
On return of control from SR Be a suitable message results in
such a case in SR BMCOL which also resets INTER to 1. Finally, control
is returned to, the user t s main' program.
D. Further Program Details
The function of SR BMCOL is initially to prescribe the value of
a logical variable called START. This value is ,FALSE· if Case 1 is the
starting case, · TRUE. otherwise. If p ~ 0, SR Be is CALL-ed where START
helps distinguish the action required between items C-l and C-2.
All the possibilities aforementioned are then investigated by
SR Be and solutions as found or the messages are printed out. For each
set of q and ~m values 6
0
and ~ are also printed based upon user's
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request. Control returns to SR BMCOL when Case 2 solution is exhausted
in one of the several ways.
SR BMCOL now decides the further course of computations:
i) If TYPE = -TRUE., the solution is complete and control
is returned to the user~s main program (Case 2 is the concluding case)_
ii) If the beam-column unloaded in Case 2, again control is
returned.
iii) If Case 2 also was not the starting case, a solution is
investigated in Case 4.
iv) If Case 2 solution was merely exhausted by virtue of
~ reaching the limit ~ with q positive, an extension of the solution
m 2
is sought in Case 4.
If P = 0, control is directly transferred to Case 4 com-
. putations bypassing the CALL to SR Be.
9. SOLUTION - CASE 4
A. ·The Special Case of p = 0
The solution from Case 1 ·is here extended. Equations (58)
and (59) are to be used.
P1Initially, ~ = 0.5.
Pa P1
,In Chapter 8 it was shown that T = T.
Hence, the values of q and ~ can be computed from Eqs. (59) and ·(58),
m
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respectively. Thereby, a check on the results is available, since
the loading condition is the same as at the end of Case 1 solution.
P1The ratio If is next decremented by DRH014, an input parame-
. P1ter, and the new values of q and c.pm found for the new rat~0"T' This
process is iterative. Two checks at each step of the process are re-
quired. The value of q cannot exceed 1.0 and the value of ~ is limited
m
to tc.p (RANGE times c.p , where RANGE, the input parameter, is greater
2 2
than 1.0). If either condition is violated, the decrement is reduced
to half its own value successively. The solution is complete when the
final.decrement is less than TOL2.
These calculations are handled by SR BMCOL itself. Theoretical-
ly, q attains the value 1.0 (beam problem) when ~ is infinity. Hence,
m
there is no 'maximum' in the real sense of the word when ~ can at best
. m
be t~. (The value of the logical variable LESS is, hence, assumed to
2
be · TRUE. when p '= 0, see Chapter 21).
each assumed value PI the results printed.·For of - are Int
addition, the values of eo and .D- are also computed and printed basedh
upon user's request. This part of the computations is handled by
SR PHIVSX (an ENTRY point in SR XVSPHI) when CALL-ed by SR BMCOL.
B. ~tarting Case
If the so~ution is in Group 1 and Cases 1 and·2 are not the
starting cases, Case 4 may be the starting. case. Equations (43), (53)
P1 Pa
through (57) are to be used to find the initial values of ~ and lr.
with q = O.
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Pl
The last trial value of If which failed to yield a solution
in Case 2 will be the first trial value for use here. 'The iteration
process is otherwise essentially the same as in Case 2 (Chapter 8,
Section C, Item 2). No difficulties such ,mul tiple
P1as values of T
were experienced in program development runs.
P1For trial values of If' ~ is obtained from Eq. (43), C from
PaEq. (54), and T from Eq. (57). Finally, Eq. (56) is satisfied by the
iterative process. Throughout this process q and, hence, R (Eq. (55))
have the value zero.
The corresponding ~ value is then obtained from Eq. (53).
m
If eo and ft have been requested, these are computed in SR XVSPHI.
SR BC handles the problem of starting Case 4.
If tP. (with q = 0) > tc.p , the beam-colulun is so' heavily
m a
loaded initially that it is bent beyond practicable use. In other
words, the solution is beyond the region of interest to the user.
There is also no need in such a case to seek a solution for
higher load values. The argument INTER therefore has the value 1
(see Chapter 6). SR BMCOL prints out a message and returns control
to" the user's main program in such a case.
If, however, ~ (with q = 0) ~ t~ , solutions for q are
m 2
obtained in SR BMCOL and the procedure is the same as when an ex-
tension of Case 2 solution is sought.
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C. Extension of Case 2 Solution (p ~ 0)
Equation (56) is a cubic equation in aq of the form
(aq)3 + s (aq) + t = 0 and, hence, the solution for q may be ob-
tained directly (without the necessity of iteration) [5J.
t t 2 8 3If x = 2 and y = ~ + 27' the real roots aq are given by
1/3 . 1/3
n<ll = (- x + fy) - (x + IY ) if Y > 0,
and
uq
1
and
-1/3
= x if y = 0,
(9 211 (8 + ~) if y ~ 0(41 = m cos 8, nq = m cos + T)' Q<J. = m cos
·2 3
where
1/2 3t
m = 2 (_ 2..) and cos 3e =-3 sm
Only the values of q, given by q , in each case provide the required
1
continuity in the solution.
are positive [3J.
In other words, if q = q , both q and ~
1 m
p
In brief, the approach is to assume a value for l, evaluate
P2 ' .11 (Eq. (43», , (Eq. (54», T (Eq. (57», and finally q (Eq. (56».
The value of ~ is obtained by the use of Eqs. (55) and (53).
. m
P1The procedure for assuming values of ~ is the same as in A
previously with the difference that the initial value is the last one
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tried in Case 2. [If Case 4 is the starting case, the initial value
P1is. the T value corresponding to the starting situation theoretically.
The value of q in this case is known to be zero .. However, due to round'-
off errors in the computer,. this result cannot be expected. In fact,
such errors lead to computational difficulties such as square roots of
(very small) negative numbers being extracted. Hence, the initial value
p
in this case is the starting I value less TOL2, a very small quantity].
At each stage checks are applied to see if q > 0 and ~ < t~ •
P , m 2
If either condition is violated, ~ is suitably modified. For such
p
modification the decrement of I (DRH014 , an input parameter) is suc-
cessively reduced to half of its previous value. The process ends when
the final decrement, is less than TOL2.
Values of eo and ~ are computed a~ printed, upon request, in
SR PHIVSX (an ENTRY point in SR·XVSPHI).
D. Program Details
SR BMCOL transfers control directly from the end of Case 1
solution' to Case 4 if P = 0 and the solu tions are obtained in SR BMCOL
itself.
If neither Case 1 nor Case 2 is the starting case, SR BMCOL
CALL-s SR Be to provide the starting conditions in Case 4. If Case 4
also is not the starting case, control is returned to the user's main
program after printing out a message and resetting INTER to 1..
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If Case 4 is a continuation of Case 2 or if Case 4 has been
the starting case, solutions for q and the corresponding ~ are ob-
m
tained in SR BMCOL.
Case 4 is the concluding case in Group 1, and, hence, finally
control is returned to the user's main program.
The flow chart for handling'Case 4 is given as Fig. 4.
10. SOLUTION - CASE 3
If a solution does not exist in Group 1 (:0 > 'P
1
), Group 2
is investigated. The end curvature ~o in Group 2 is given by Eq. (50)
and the acceptable range is ~ < ro < rn. If co (Eq. (50)) exceeds
1 - '1'0 - '2 TO
~ , the solutiqn will be sought in Group 3.
2
For a solution in Case 3 the ~ange of m is m < m < m .
1m 11 - T m - T a
Since 'Pm > CfJ0' this may also be expressed as CfJ
1
.::::; CjJ0 < CjJm .::::; 'P
2
·
A. ~tarting Case
If a solution exists in Case 3, the condition at start, ~
, . m
with q = 0, must be known. Fqr a solution of ~ (Eq. (48» the trial
m
values lie in the range m < m < cp The process of iteration is the
TO 1m - 2·
same as before, explained in detail in Case 2. 'Ihe increment and
tolerance for ~ in Case 3 are the input parameters DPHI3 and TOL3,
m
respectively.
If, in the prescribed range for ~m' ho solution exists, the
starting case may be Case 5.
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If TYPE = ·TRUE·, ~ is infinity theoretically. As a
2
practical upper limit, ~ is arbitrarily set at 100.0. Further, the
, 2
region of interest is prescribed as a fraction of ~ (RANGE times
2
~ = t~). Under these conditions the trial values for ~ lie in the
22m .
range en < en < t~ .
'0 - T m - ,2
B. Solution for q
If the starting conditions have met the above requirements,
values of q for various cp in the range rn (with q = 0) < en < en
m 'm - T m - '1"2
for TYPE = ·FALSE·, e.p (with q = 0) < e.p, < tep for TYPE = · TRUE· are
m - m - 2
found in the usual manner (iterative process) using Eqs. (48) and (49).
The values 9
0
and t are available for each q, upon request.
C. Program Details
SR BMCOL evaluates CPo and checks whether a Group 2 solution
can exist. If it can, SR Be is CALL-ed t'o perform the detailed calcu-
lations as above. On return of control SR BMCOL directs further oper-
ations in the following manner:
i) If TYPE = ·TRUE· and no solution was found in (the ·con~
eluding case) Case 3 within the region of interest, INTER is set to 1
becau$e no solutions can exist for higher loadirig values. Control is
returned to the user's program.
ii) If TYPE = · TRUE· and a solution was found, such a solution
is complete, as Case 3 is the concluding case. INTER is hence allowed to
retain the value 0, and control is returned to the user's p-rogram.
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iii) If TYPE = ·FALSE· and no solution was found in Case 3,
the solution in Case 5 is investigated.
iv) If TYPE = ·FALSE· and a solution was found in Case 3,
(a) further solution in Case 5 is sought if the beam-column did not
unload (q > 0 when ~ = ~ ) and (b) control is returned "to the user's
"m 2
program if the beam-column unloaded (q < 0 when rn < m ).1m - '2
11. SOLUTION - CASE 5
.
As in Case 3, the end curvature ~o is given by Eq. (50)
The central curvature en has the range m < m < 00.
Tro '2 - T m -
The increment and
The upper limit for practical problems is, however, t~ (= RANGE
2
times ~2' where RANGE> 1). Equation (64) to Eq. (67) are to be
used '.
A. Starting Case
Case 5 may be the starting case in Group 2 if Case 3 was
not. The value of ~ at start (q = 0) is established by the iteration
. m.
procedure (Eq. (64» in the range c.pa :S Cf1
m
~ ttp2 ·
tolerance for ~ in Case 5 are the input parameters DPHI5 and TOL3,
m
respectively.
B. Solution for q
The values of q are obtained by solving Eq. (64) using the
iteration process for various values of e.pm in the following ranges:
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(0 < en < teo if Case 3 was the starting case
T 2 - T m· - T 2
en (with q = 0) < en < ten if Case 5 is the starting case.
T m - 1m - !2
The values eo and ~ are available, upon request.
c. P!ogram Details
SR BMCOL CALL-s SR Be to perform the required computations.
On return of control from SR BC, SR BMCOL terminates the solution in
one of the following ways:
i) If Case 5 is also not the starting case, the initial
loading is too heavy and hence INTER is reset to 1 and control re-
turned to the user's program.
ii) Otherwise, since Case 5 is the concluding case, control
is returned to the user's program, INTER retaining the value zero.
12. SOLUTION - CASE 6
Group 3 consists of Case 6 only. If a solution did not exist
in Group~ 1 and 2, Group 3 is investigated. Equations (70) and (71) are
to·be used.
If CPa (Eq. (71)) > tCP2' the solution is of no interest,
since ~m must exceed ~o·
Else, the starting condition is .sought by solving Eq. (70)
for ~ in the range ~ "< ~ (with q = 0) < t~. If no solution can
m 0. - m ,- 2
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be found in this range, the actual solution is again beyond the region
of interest.
If the starting conditions are suitable, q values for various
~m are found by the iteration process (Eq. (70)) in the range
~m (with q = 0) ~ ~m ~ t~2· The increment and tolerance for ~m in
Case 6 are DPHI6 and TOL3, respectively.
n1e values eo and ft for each q are available upon request.
A. Program Details
SRBMCOL initially checks whether cp > tcp'. If it is, the
o 2
initial loading is too heavy, INTER is reset to 1 and control returned
to the user's program.
Otherwise, SR Be is CALL-ed.
If Case 6 is not the starting case, again the initial loading
is too heavy, INTER is reset to 1 and control returned to the' user's
program.
Otherwise, since Case '6 is the concluding case in Group 3,
control is returned to the user's program, INTER retaining the value
zero.
13 . SUBROUTINE Bl'lCOL (INTER)
The manner in which the solution to a given problem is sought
in the different Cases 1 through 6 has been described in previous pages,
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arid the supervisory role of SR BMCOL is evident. The cases which are
also actually solved in SR BMCOL are Case 1 and Case 4 (excepting the
starting conditions for Case 4).
Other routines such as SR Be have been merely referred to,
although some of their functions have been discussed in detail. In
the following chapters these routines will be discussed at greater
length.
14. SUBROUTINE Be (FKLX t ARG, DINeR,
TOLARG, SIGN, leASE, UL, IGROUP)
SR Be is CALL-ed by SR BMCOL to provide solutions by the
iterative process .. Table 2 summarizes the tasks performed by this
subprogram and also provides a list of the parameters (for each case)
which match the arguments of the subprogram.
FKLX, an EXTERNAL function, is the subprogram which evaluates
the LHS of the specific equation to be solved in each case. As an ex-
ample, FKL3 evaluates the IJIS of Eq. (48) when Case 3 is solved. When
the starting conditions of Case 2 are to be found, the illS of Eq.· (45)
assumes a simpler form since q = S = O. This modified LHS is evaluated
in another subprogram FKL2A which is CALL~ed absolutely (as -against
variably for EXTERNAL functions) by SR Be.
~ is the parameter whose value is assumed in solving the
relevant equation in a case for the value of q. The value of this same
parameter is, sough t if the starting conditions are to be found (q = 0).
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DINeR is the increment or decrement of ARG.
TOLARG is the tolerance of ARG. Towards the conclusion of a
solution in a particular case, the assumed final value of ARG differs
from the exact mathematical value by less than this amount.
SIGN has only one of two values, - 1.0 or 1.0. This term is
required in order to compare both increasing (~m) and decreasing (Pl )
ARG-s against their corresponding lower and upper limits, using common
expressions in the subprogram.
leASE is the case number. It is used in labelling" output as
well as selecting the specific FORMAT f~r output in each" case. Another
important function it serves is in aiding SR Be to recognize the peculiar
programming features involved when dealing with Case 2. If leASE # 2,
NCASE2 (read as, NOT Case 2) has the value · TRUE· .
UL is the upper limit that ARC can assume in value. Since
'P .l is a decreasing parameter in Cases 2 and 4, the upper limit is
actually lower in magnitude than the initial value.
The lower limit or the initial value is assig~ed to ARG before
each CALL to SR Be in SR BMCOL. For Cases 2, 4, 3, .5, and 6 the values
. ~ ~
are 0.5, '" ~ , ~ , and ~ ,respectively. For Case 4, ~ is the last
"V 0 2 0 IV
trial value which failed to yield a starting condition in Case 2.
IGROUP is the Group number. It is used only in labelling
au tput.
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Whenever a solution for q is found in SR Be, it CALL-s other
subprograms to provide the values of eo and~, if these have been re-
quested by the user.
The technique of finding the maximum value of q is a feature
common with that in SR BMCOL (Case 4) and will be discussed under
SR QMAX.
Figure 5 is a flowchart for SR BC. It is abbreviated only
where printing of results is indicated.
15. SUBROUTINE FKL2A and SUBROUTINE CALC
Most numerical computations involved in the solutions are
carried out by SR FKL2A. Several ENTRY statements have b~en included.
The coding between each ENTRY statement and the succeeding RETURN
statement is equivalent to a separate subprogram.
In addition to evaluating the LHS-s of the equations to be
solved in the several cases, SR FKL2A also handles the x-~ relations
given i.n Chapter" 4.
Certain calculations in Cases 2 and 4, as well as in Cases
5 and 6, are the same. SR FKL2A hence CALL-s SR CALC (or its other
ENTRY points FKL6 and CASE24) in its turn when such calculations are
to be made.
Only a few logical. decisions are made in SR FKL2A.
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'I
i
I'
Table 3 is a list of the several ENTRY points in SR FKL2A
and the corresponding equations [Chapter 4J.
SR CALC handles Eqs .. (43), (70), and, parts of Eqs. (47), (60),
(64), and (72). It is mainly GALL-ed by SR FKL2A. SR Be CALL-s SR CALC
(ENTRY point FIZL6) .direc tly wiien Case 6 is being solved (Eq. (70»).
~ 16. SUBROUTINE HALVE (ARG, SMALL, BIG,
TOLARG, FKLX, FKLl)
The iterative process to determine the range of q for which
a solution is being sought (Eq. (45)) was explained in the discussion
under Case 2, Chapter 8. This part is handled by SR Be. In addition,
P:LSR Be also determines the ranges of q, ~, and ~m when other equations
are being solved. More precise values of these quantities are furnished
by SR. HALVE.
P1ARG is hence one of the parameters q, ~, or ~m.
SMALL is the 'lower' limit of ARG.
BIG is the 'upper' limit of ARG. (The precise value of ARG
is hence bracketed between SMALL and BIG).
TOLARG. is the tolerance or the accuracy within which the
solution for ARG is desired (TOLl, TOL2, and TOL3 respectively for
P1the three parameters q, ~, ~m).
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FKLX is the EXTERNAL function which represents the LHS of
the equation being solved.
FKLI is the signed value of the LHS of the equation when the
initial trial value of ARC is used. The sign of FKLI is the same as
that of the resulting value of the LHS of the equation when ARC = SMALL.
In other words, SMALL is not necessarily the initial trial value of ARG.
The function of SR HALVE is to find a more precise value for
ARG (than either SMALL or BIG) within the tolerance TOLARG, given the
range of ARG (SMALL to BIG).
nle result of plotting the values of LHS for all ARG between
SMALL' and BIG may be represented by Fig. 6 or Fig. 7.
In each figure, a represents the value of the LHS when
ARG = SMALL. Hence, a has the same sign as FKLI. S~milarly, b is
the value of the LHS when ARG = BIG. The computations in SR Be have
assured that a and b are of opposite signs. Hence, there is a value
of ARG (between SMALL and BIG) for which the LHS has the value zero.
Strictly speaking, there may be an odd number of ARG values
-that satisfy this requirement. This would be true if the interval
between SMALL and BIG is large. However, ~t is here presumed that
this is not the case, since the prescribed increment (o~ decrement)
for ARG is chosen to be sufficiently small. To ensure this the user
is advised to specify the values for the increments as recommended in
the User's Guide (or lower values).
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Assuming, therefore, the existence of a unique solution for
ARG in the interval SMALL to BIG, it is clear ,that the average value
of SMALL and BIG is a better va'lue for ARG than at least .one of these.
The interval is thus effectively halved. Hence, the name 'Method of
. Interval Halving' _[6].
Let the LHS have the value c corresponding to this new value
. of ARG. If ac is zero, c is zero and hence the exact value of ARG is
fortuitously found. If ac is positive, ARG is on the same side of the
actual solution as SMALL is (Fig. 6). Hence, SM:ALL may now be redefined
as the current value of ARG, thereby reducing the range.
If ae is negative, BIG is redefined (Fig. 7).
The process may now be iterated for convergence towards the
actual solution. It is terminated when the. final interval between the
redefined values of SMALL and BIG is less than TOLARG.
The corresponding flowchart is given in Fig. 8.
In SR HALVE, FKL represents the value of LHS after each CALL
to 'FKLX.
17. SUBROUTINE XVSFI (XFI, XVSFIX, XFIMIN, XFIMAX)
This routine is active only if the user has requested values
of eo and ~ for each q v~lue that is computed, through setting the in-
put parameter INDEX to an integer value from 1 to 9 (non-zero).
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oThe quantities eo' the end slope) and h' the non-dimensionalized
central deflection, are computed using the curvature diagram of the beam-
column, a typical representation of which is given non-dimensionally as
Fig. 9.
From conditions of symmetry the slope at midspan is zero. Hence,
the end slope is the area of the left half of th~ diagram suitably modified
to account for dimensions.
= rt/260 J ~ ~ dxa y
2°. t 1
= --l - --- (area ABeD) = (slope modifier). (area ABeD)E r h
r
The slope modifier is a function of the geometry and material
properties of the beam-column and hence a constant.
The central deflection 0 is the tangential deviation of the
support from the (horizontal) tangent at midspan and hence the moment
of the left half of the area of the curvature diagram about the left sup-
port.
.Q. = .!. st/2 en iI1 x dx
h 11 T Y
a
= iI1 t 2 SO.S ~ (dx)
y h 'Pt. t
o
1
(~5 (moment of area ABeD about AB)
= (slope modifier) ~ 1
r h
r
(moment of area)
= (deflection modifier) (moment of area)
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The deflection modifier is thus a constant similar to the slope
mo'difier.
The area ABeD is approximated in the routine as the summation
of areas of strips such as EFGH, assuming FG is a straight line.
N x x
Area ABeD = ~ (cur + cur) (: - ~) (0.5), where ,N = number1 1 2 ~ t
of subdivisions of AD the semi-span.
In general, the elastic zone is subdivided into NSUB (input
parameter) equal parts along the semi-span of the beam-column. In each
of the primary and secondary plastic zones the curvature range is sub-
divided into NSUB equal parts and, hence, the subdivisions along the semi-
span wil1_ not be equal.
The moment of area ABeD about AB is approximated as
.~ (area EFGH)(X~ + Xl) (0.5).
1
A. Argu~ents of the Routine
From the x-cp relations listed in Chapter 4 itis evident that
~ = f (~) in the elastic zones and ~ = f (~) in the p~imary and secondary
t t
Plastic zones. ·Hence, XFI is either"7 or m. f x h~ T I XFI represents t' t e
,length over which the corresponding equation holds is subdivided into
NSUB equal parts. If XFI is ~, the curvature range is subdivided
si~ilarly.
XVSFIX is the EXTERNAL function that represents the actual
equation to be used. It is 'anyone of i.terns 6 through 15 in Table 3.
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,XFIMIN is the lower limit of XFI.
XFlMAX is the upper limit of XFI.
B. ENTRY XVSFE
If the beam-column behavior is governed by Cases 1, 3, or 6
one equation will .suffice to define the x-~ relationship over the semi-
span of the beam-column. The integration is hence a one-step procedure •.
The normal ENTRY point XVSFI which initializes SLOPE and DEFLN to zero
is used (SR XVSFI is CALL-ed) in these cases.
If the governing case is 2, 4, or 5, a combination of elastic,
primary, and secondary plastic zones exists and in each of the zones the
x-~ relations are defined by different equations. Considering Case 2 as
an example, initially SR XVSFI is CALL-ed with TWOA representing the
EXTERNAL function XVSFIX. That is, integration is performed over the
elastic zone first. SLOPE and DEFLN have some values at exit from the
subroutine and represent parts of the final answers. Hence, they are
needed when the integration over the primary plastic zone is performed.
To achieve the desired result, the initialization of SLOPE and DEFLN to
zero .is bypassed by CALL-ing SR XVSFE subsequently with TWOB representing
the EXTERNAL function XVSFIX.
Case 5 is handled in a similar manner. When Case 4 governs,
the CALL to SR XVSFI is followed by two CALL-s to SR XVSFE, since all
the three zones exist in this case, if p is not zero. If p is zero,
the primary plastic zone does not exist, and hence one CALL is to
SR XVSFI and another to SR XVSFE (see SR XVSPHI, Chapter 20).
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c. L~gical Variable NIR
xThe printing of values ~ and ~ each time these are computed
in this routine is governed by NIR. Assuming INDEX is non-zero (else,
this routine is not activated), NIR, which is an abb·reviation for 'No
. Intermediate Results' has the value ·TRUE· (SR BMCOL) if the input
parameter INDR is zero. The printing of ~ and cp values is suppressed
in such a case. If (INDEX # 0 and) INDR ~ 0, NIR = ·FALSE· , and printing
results.
The user is cautioned that excessive output may result if
both INDEX and INDR are set to non-zero integer values (from 1 to 9).
cedure adopted here is elementary. Further~ although the 'curvature
diagram exhibits steeper slopes when passing from elastic to prilnary to,
secondary plastic zones, the number of subdivisions is not altered. Re-
finements are obviously warranted. But they hav~ been omitted consider-
ing that eo and ~ are by-products and their values do not affect the
solution of the major problem.
Within the bounds of the existing limitations, it is, however,
possible to improve the accuracy by specifying NSUB to be sufficiently
large. Its value was chosen as 10 in development runs.
'lhe flowchart for this routine is given as Fig. 10.
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18. BLOCK DATA
This subprogram is active during compilation only and
provides an easy way of initializing a few variables in the "COMMON
block labelled BLA.
Of the four variables that it initializes THIRD is a simple
variable having the value 1.0/3,0 in decimal form 0.333·· .3. This
value" is required in the Arithmetic Statement Function CROOT (SR BMqOL)
which may be referenced a number of times. If the fractional form were
retained in the A. S. Function, the computer would need to convert it
to the decimal form each time the function was referenced. Also, the
variable THIRD is used elsewhere in SR BMCOL and other subprograms as
a multiplier wherever division by, 3.0 is required.
The other three variables initialized are subscripted variables
or arrays. The"se store FORMAT statements, Array JVAR is u,sed by SR BMCOL
and SR Be and, hence, storing the FORMAT in an array represents some saving
in memory. This array is modified in SR BMCOL to suit output of results
when Case 5 is handled.
Arrays IVAR and LVAR are needed to store FORMAT statements
which may later be modified at execution time by SR BMCOL. The modifi-
cation is with "respect to the manipulation of output based on user's
orequest for the printing of eo and h' If these quantities are not to
be printed, no modification is done.
Since this subprogram is inactive during execution time,
SR BMCOL takes care of resetting these arrays ~o the· initialized forms
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before it returns control to the user's program after solving each
problem.
19. SUBROUTINE LABELS (IGROUP, leASE)
The function of this routine is to label 'the output at ap-
propriate locations. IGROUP and IeASE represent the group and case
numbers, respectively.
SR LABELS is CALL-ed by SR BMCOL and SR Be.
It saves a little coding besides affording convenience in
programming.
20. SUBROUTINE ,XVSPHI
This routine handles the calculations regarding e and ~
o h
in Case 4 only.
Two separate situations exist as far as yielded zones are
concerned in this case depending on whether p is zero or non-zero.
If p' = 0, only the elastic and secondary plastic zones exist.
If P ~ 0, the primary plastic zone also exists between the
elastic and secondary plastic zones.
This routine is CALL-ed mainly by SR BMCOL (assuming user's
o
request for eo and h) whenever a value of q is evaluated for a specific
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P1T' The decision to use the proper set of x-cp.relations in eva.1uating
oeo and h is made in "SR XVSPHI based on the value of p. The ENTRY point
is PHIVSX in this case.
If Case 4 is the starting case, p is not zero. Earlier, it
has been pointed out that the· start of Case 4 is handled by SR Be.
When the starting conditions are found, SR Be CALL-s SR XVSPHI, the nor-
"mal ENTRY point for this routine since p need not" be tested for the value
zero.
If P = 0, Eqs. (62) and (63) apply. These are represented by
EXTERNAL functions ONEA and FOURD, respectively [Table"3].
If P ::f 0, Eqs. (46), (60), and" (61) apply corresponding to
TWOA, FOURB, and FOURe, respectively.
21. SUBROUTINE gMAX (ARG, DARG, ICM2, TOLARG, SIGN2
The direct method of obtaining q ,the maximum value of q,
max
is by solving the equation ddq = 0 for 9 and computing the correspond-
'Pm m
ing q. The complexity of the q - ~ relations, however, renders this
ID"
approach impractical. A numerical approach which does not require th~
development and use of additional equations is therefore adopted.
A. General Approach
In the ensuing discussion it is helpful but not necessary to
assume that Case 3 is the starting case. The procedure is the same for
any combination of the cases that may occur in the solution.
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Three successive points on the q - ~ curve are plotted in
m
Fig. 11 to indicate the loading sequence from start.
intervals between successive points the condition q
3
good.
For small 'P -
m
> q . > q holds
2 1
After redesignating q as q and q as q , q , which is a
. . 2 1 3 2 3
fresh value of q, may be computed. The same general situation, that
is, q >'q > q , as in Fig. 11 will most probably prevail. If it
321
does, the process can be repeated until the pattern changes to that
given by either Fig. 12 or Fig. 13.
In Fig. 12, q < q and, hence, the violation of the criterion
3 2
q > q > q is a clear indication of the fact that q has been
3 2 1 max
passed. In Fig. 13, however, this fact cannot yet be recognized since
the criterion holds good. A continuation of the process in the latter
case results in the pattern given by Fig. 14 where q3 < qa' thus in-
dicating the existence of q in this region.
max
In general, therefore, when q < q , the peak has. been passed
3 ' 2
and q lies to the right of the peak. The location of q cannot be
3 2
generalized with respect to the peak but q is to its left.
1
Hence, whenever q < q , both the current values of q and q
3 2 2 3
are discarded and the ~ -interval reduced to one half of its current
m
value. Fresh computations for q and q will probably show that
2 3
The process may then be continued until again q < q
3 2
and a further reduction of the ~ -interval becomes necessary. The
m
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process is thus iterative and may be terminated when the ~ -interval
m
is finally less than a prescribed tolerance. In such a scheme the
set of values q and the corresponding ~ will represent the conditions
2 m
at the actual q very closely.
max
. B. Special Cases
The procedure just described covers also certain special
situations that may arise.
If the initial ~ -interval is large, q, may have passed the
m 2
peak of the curve as in Fig. 15. This is likely: to occur when the
initial loading is such that the starting case is one of the concluding
cases 4, 5, or 6. The beam-column has little reserve capacity to resist
the lateral load q under these conditions. However, no difficulty is
experienced.in computing q by the prescribed method, since the con-
max
ditions are similar to those in Fig. 14.
Three other possible situations arise when the solution to the
beam-column problem extends over more cases than one, as in Cases 1, 2,
and 4 or Cases 3 and 5.
The description of these is combined in what follows with an
explanation of the choice of an initial value for q when each case is
1
handled in turn.
Until the starting case is established arid two successive·
values of q (q and q ) a1;e found such that q > q the value of q
2 3 3 2 'l
is zero. Its value is later modified in the search process.
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If the maximum does not occur in earlier cases (say, Case 3),
the condition q > q > q will hold good for the entire range of values
321
of q in those cases. The maximum may occur in a succeeding case (Case 5).
Here also it would seem at first sight that q = 0 may be assumed 9t start
1
when seeking q in the succeedirtg case~
max
If q. occurs for a value of ~ which is close to the delimit-
max m
ing value between two cases (~ for Cases 3 and 5), the three possibilities
2
are as in Figs. 16, ~7, and 18. Assume that solutions in the earlier cases
(Case 3) have been covered and those in a succeeding case (Case 5) are
sought. In these figures q is shown to be the last computed value of q.
1
The first value of q found in the succeeding case (Case 5) is for the
delimiting value (~). The ~ -interval between q and q is at best the
2. m 1 2
tolerance prescribed for ~. Continuing the solution in the succeeding
m
case, the ~ -interval between q and q is the initial increment of ~
m 23m
(DPHI5 for Case 5).
If the conditions are as in Fig. 16, there is no special
problem since these are similar to the conditions in Fig. 12. From
Figs. 17 and 18 it is obvious that q ,which actually occurred in
max
the earlier case, was not found, since the tolerance specified for ~
m
was too crude.
q
2
With the choice of q as zero the search process would yield
~
for q in both the latter instances (note that the 'succeeding' case
max .
is being solved). The value q is a 'better' maximum than the last com-
2
puted value in the previous case in Fig. 17 and.is actually less than
that quantity in Fig. 18.
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In the program a message is output indicating the existence
of q when for the first time q < q. Such a message would 'be mis-
m~ 3 2
leading if conditions are as in Fig. 18.
Assume now q is ·chosen as in Figs. 17 and 18. The .search
1
process is satisfactory if conditions of Fig. 17 (similar to Fig. 14)
are true as this will yield q for maximum. Of course, the actual q
2 m~
cannot be approximated to the same degree of accuracy as would have beeri
possible with a more refined value of the tolerance for ~ ·
m
Since q < q
2 1
in Fig. 18 only, the entire search process can be bypassed in programming
after a suitable message is output, when this condition is met. Hence,
the initial choice of q as in Figs. 16, 17, and 18.
~
C. Remarks
Practically all the details remain the same, if Case 6 is con-
sidered. Since Case 6 is the only case in Group 3, it is the starting
case and concluding case as well in that group. Henc~, the situations
of Figs. 16, 17, and 18 will simply not arise.
The value of q is never attained in Case 1. Hence, in
max
SR BMCOL the search for qmax is omitted as far as this case is concerned.
Further, if P = 0, the cases to be considered are 1 and 4 in
that order and q = 1 when ~ = 00. Hence, for practical situations
max m
where ~ is limited to t~ the search for q is bypassed in Case 4
m 2 max
if p = 0 (by, setting LESS = · TRUE·, see discussion under 'Other pro-
gramming details').
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In Cases 3, 5, and 6 the solutions for q are obtained assuming
incremented values for ~ .
m
P'ldecremented values of lr.
In Cases 2 and 4 these are obtained for
p
Equal decrements of ~ do not represent equal
increments of '-P. but ·this is no inconvenience in the search proces·s since
m
its success does not depend on the ~ -interval between q and q being
m 1 2
the same as between q and q .
2 3
D. Other Programming Details
Figure 19 represents a typical q - ~ curve which exhibits a
m
value for q also.
max
In the program the logical variables called LESS and MESAGE have
the valu~ ·FALSE· until the condition q > q > q is violated. When this
321
occurs, a message is output indicating the existence of q and MESAGE is
max
given the value · TRUE· . Further printing of q - ~ values is suspended
m
until q is found by the iterative process. This suspension is super-
max
vised by the logical variable MESAGE (which now has ·the value .TRUE.).
When the iteration for q is completed, LESS is assigned the value
max
.TRUE .. From this point on printing of results is reSllm~d and the
search process is completely bypassed.
Becuase of the foregoing choices, it isevidertt that when
LESS = ,F· , the increment DQ (for q when s·olving in each case for a
given cp, or ~ SR Be) shall Id be allowed to be either positive or nega-
m ~ ,
tive. From the stage when MESAGE = • TRUE .. , DQ is allowed to assume
positive values only (since q is sought) until LESS is set to · TRUE· ,
max
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that is, q is found. Now, q values must decrease and DQ is therefore
max
allowed to assume negative values only.
The prescription of a sign for DQ in SR Be in the previous
manner speeds up operations.
The search process is essentially the function of SR QMAX.
The CALL to this subprogram is made only when LESS has the value ·FALSE ..
To bypass the CALL altogether in Case 4 when p = 0, LESS is set to the
value ·TRUE· from the very beginning. In all other cases (with the
~xception of Case 1) LESS initially has the value ·FALSE. and hence
after each computation of q, SR QMAX is CALL-edt Only after q is
max
I
established LESS is · TRUE· and the CALL-s to SR QMAX are suspended.
SR QMAX also has an ENTRY point MAXQ to enable only increasing
~values of q to be sought once MESAGE is ·TRUE. ~ as explained in a fore-
going paragraph. This is referenced by SR Be only.
SR QMAX has the following arguments:
P1ARG is either ~ID (Case 3, Case 5, or Case 6) or ~ (Case 2 or
Case 4).
DARG is the increment of ARG. If the CALL is from SR Be, it
P1is a signed quantity and hence represents the decrement of lr· if ARG
P1
represents T.
ICM2 is the caSe number of the preceding case in which q ,
max
may have occurred but could not be found since the tolerance specified
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was too crude. This is used in output of a message only (ICM2 = 3 if
the CALL is from SR Be, ICM2 = 2 if it is from SR BMCOL).
TOLARG is the tolerance of ARG.
SIGN is ± 1.0 de~ending on whether the CALL is from SR BMCOL
p).
(-1.0, so that the p,roduct DARGil(SIGN represents the decrement for T'
Case 4) or from SR Be (1.0, s·ince DARG itself carries a sign).
The flowchart for this routine is presented as Fig. 20.
22. 'USER'S GUIDE
T~e computer program to solve the problem of an eccentrically
loaded beam-column under transverse load has been written in the form
of subprograms. Of these SUBROUTINE BMCOL (INTER) must be CALL-ed by
the user's main program.
The use of the argument INTER has been explained in Chapter 6
in the documentation.
The input to SR BMCOL consists of details pertaining to the
problem as well as the details regarding the solution itself. For
communication with the subprograms the user must declare a COMMON block
labelled BL in his main program and list the input parameters in the
order indicated on the next page (arranged alphabetically). Further,
the input parameters must be assigned the desired values in some manner
convenient to the user (such as reading in values from data cards).
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The input values ·such as length of the beam-column and thrust
must be non-dimensionalized. In trial runs the values noted as recom-
mended values in parentheses were found to be satisfactory for the cor-
responding parameters:
DPHI3-: Increment of C{)m for solution in Case 3.
(Recommended value 0.50)
DPHI.5: Incremellt of
'Pm for solution in Case 5.
(Recommended value 0.50)
DPHI6: Increment of
'-Pm for solution in Case 6.
(Recommended value 0.50)
DRH012: Increment of
P1 solution in Case 2, hence,
- fort
a positive quantity. The program takes care
P1to see that lr must be actually decremented.
(Recommended value 0.05)
DRH014: Increment of
P1 '
solu tion in Case 4,- for a
---
t
positive quantity.
(Recon1Illended value 0.01)
E:
) EOVERR:
Young's modulus, in kips per square inch.
eThe ratio -, where e is the actual eccentricity
r
of the thrust and r is the radius of gyration
about the axis of bending. This value requires
to be either hand-computed or computed in the
user'·s main program before CALL-ing SR BMCOL.
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HOVERR: The ratio £, where h is the depth of the section
r
of the beam-column¥ This value also requires to
be hand-computed. If NTYPE = 1 (Rectangular
Section), HOVERR need not be specified, because
th~ program assumes the value~ irrespective
of what has been prescribed.
I
i
I
I
I
!
INDEX: An integer to specify whether the end slope
(6
0
) and central deflection (~) of the beam-
column for each value of q, the lateral load
are to be computed and printed or not.
If INDEX is assigned the value zero, no com-
Putations for e and ~ are made,o 11
If INDEX is assigned any integer value other
than zero (from 1 to 9), the values e and ~
o h
are computed and printed,
If INDEX and INDR are both "non-zero (from 1 to 9),
the following output will result for each value
of q compu ted:
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a)
b)
C f 1 of x. hurvature ~ or va ues 1n t e~
range 0.0 to 0.5 (half the span).
The elastic zone is divided into
NSUB equal parts and corresponding
~ values are computed. The primary
and secondary plastic zones are
divided into NSUB regions having
equal increments of ~ and correspond-
· x 1 d~ng z-va ues are compute ,
Hence, for example, in Case 1, NSUB
sets of values will be printed and in
Case 4 (p ~ 0) 3 times NSUB·sets of
values will be printed.
5The values of eo and h.
IRITE: The value to be assigned to IRITE depends ,on the
(machine) system being used and refers to the
output unit of the computer. To specify printer
output 'on CDC 6400 at Lehigh, any integer 1
through 98 is acceptable, provided it is not
the same as the input (say card reader) unit
number. The value of 6 for IRITE' will probably
cover most IBM machines.
(Recommended value 6)
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LOVERR: The ratio ~, where -f.,. is the length of the beam-
t'
~olumn. LOVERR should be declar,ed REAL in the
user's main program.
i
t
r
I
I
r
r
t
r
I
NSUB: The number of desired subdivisions when com-
xputing the t versu.s cp relationships (see
INDR). -The value for NSUB must' be specified
5
even if INDR is zero, since e and - are com-
o h
xputed following the computations for t and ~
when INDEX is non-zero,.
(Recommended value 10)
An integer 1 through 7 to describe the nature
of the section of the beam-column (see
Table 1 and Chapter 3).
K: The longitudinal thr~st p on the beam-column.
p
It is the non-dimensionalized quantity p
y
where P is the actual thrust and P is the
, Y
thrust corresponding to yield (no moment).
Hence,. p must always be less than 1. O.
£: The shape variable'(Chapter 3).
(Recommended value 1.40, recommended range
1.0 to 1.40)
This value is pertinent to the program only
if NTYPE = 2. For all other values of
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RANGE:
SIGMAY:
NTYPE, R is assumed to be zero, irrespective
of the value specified.
A multiplier of ~ to describe the userls re-
a
gion of interest in the solution of th~ problem.
The recommended value is 10.0 if NTYPE is dif-
ferent from 2.
If NTYPE = 2, ~ is infinity whenever
2
1p ~ 1 + R· In the program, for practical
reasons, ~ is arbitrarily set at 100.0 under
2
these conditions. A recommended value for
RANGE here is, therefore, 0.5.
For NTYPE = 2 and R = 1.40 the value of RANGE
in trial runs was prescribed in terms of p as
follows:
RANGE = 10.0 + 3.6 p - 63.36 p2
with a minimum value of 0.5 (see
Fig. 21).
The yield stress cr in kips per sq. in.y
[E and SIGMAY will be echoed on output in
ksi, and hence the restriction. Other units,
same for both, may be chosen as only the ratio
E/SIGMAY affects the solution, if the user is
prepared to overlook 'the units (ksi) on printout].
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('
TOLl:
TOL2:
The prescribed tolerance on q, the lateral load.
The value of q computed by the iteration tech-
nique differs from the actual solution by less
than TOLl.
(Recommended value 1.0E-9)
p).
The prescribed tolerance on ~.
(Recommended value 1.0E-6)
The prescribed tolerance on ~ .
m
(Recomme·nded value 1"OE-3)
None of the input parameters will change in value when SR BMCOL
is CALL-ed.
A. Details of Output
All the input parameters except TRITE are echoed on the first
sheet of output with suitable labels. In addition, the values of the
following are also printed.
ALPHA (shape factor), MZERO (m , end moment), A,B,C,F,MPC,
o
PHIl,PHI2 (the parameters of the generalized stress-strain relationship
a,b,c,f,m ,~, and ~ ), and KL (the value of kt).
. pc 1 2
Next,· if no solution can exist either because kt > TI or
m
o
> mpc ' a corresponding message is output and execution terminated
in the subprograms.
If a solution exists, the starting group and case are labelled.
P1 P2The values of q, ~m' ~' and ~ are listed for each step in the
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computations.
P1 P2(The values lr and ~, which are pertinent to some cases,
are listed only if the solution is in these cases).
If INDEX =f ° and INDR =f 0, the values of Zand corresponding
<p are printed for each q computed. This is fol1o'tved by the printfng
of eo and~. The output in this case will hence normally run into a
few pages"
QIf INDEX # a but INDR = 0, the values of eo and h are printed
on the same line as the q-value.
If INDEX = 0, the values of eo and ~ are neither computed
nor printed. In general, therefore, if INDR = 0, the total outptlt
per problem will not exceed 2 or 3 sheets of paper.
After the solution in the starting case is completed the
group and case numbers of the succeeding case are labelled and the
output continued in a similar manner.
If a maximum value of q exists in the range prescribed for
th~ solution, the printing of such a value is preceded by a message to
the same effect.
Other messages may appear depending on the nature of the
problem, particularly when the initial loading is so heavy that a
solution cannot exist within the region of interest.
In the interpretation of the output the following definitions
will be useful:
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q = ~Q. where Q is the actual transverse load and Q is
y y
the transverse load corresponding to initial
yield of the beam-column treated as a beam
4 M
(no thrust). Q =~, wherey ,
M = yield moment = cr S with S = sectiony y
modulus, t = length.
~
<Pm = ~m where ~m is the actual midspan curvature and
y
~ is the curvature at initial yield
y 2 Co
\;I 2 cr~ = ---l ; - -l where h = depth of section.y h h E
ratio of length of elastic zone from end to. span
t. (F ig. 1)
ratio of (length to beginning of secondary
plastic zone from end) to span t. (Fig. 1)
§.ample Program
l
[
I B.
x
=
-t
tp =
eo =
o =h
ratio of length x from end to span t.
~~ where~, actual curvature
y
actual slope in radians at the ends of the
beam-column.
ratio of midspan deflection to h.
In Appendix 1 the control card deck (down to the first
7/8/9 card, multiple punches in Column 1) suitable for use on the
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ICDC 6400 at Lehigh University is followed by an example of a user's
main program. Assuming that source cards (FORTRAN) of the sub-
programs described in this documentation are to be used, these would
be placed a~ter the END card of the main program. The deck ends with
the\ (orange) 6/7/8/9 card. No data requires to be read in for the
example program.
The output follows on the pages following the program.
The complete listing of the subprograms appears in Appen-
dix 2.,
c. Points to ponder when using machines other than CDC 6400
The authors believe that this group of subprograms written
in FORTRAN IV language is compatible for use in most machines with
minor modifications, if any. Some of the features of the CDC 6ft·OO
which may not be common with those of other machines are noted below.
I
1. It is permissible to print in 136 columns exlcuding the
first. Some FORMAT statements and arrays may need to be revised when
using other machines.
2. An ENTRY statement does not have an argument list, since
the list is assumed to be the same as the one associated with the
name of the subp'rogram in which the ENTRY statement appears. However,
references to the ENTRY statement must include an argument list if it
exists~
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3. Names of variables or subprograms may be 7 characters
long. (In this group of subprograms, however, the length ha~ been
limited to 6 characters).
4. When the carriage control character is +, spacing is
suppressed and printin~ occurs on the same line as the last printed
line.
5.' The logical constants ·TRUE· and ·FALSE· may be re-
placed by ·T· an9 ·F·, respectively. However, in this set the longer
forms have been used.
23. SUMMARY
The computer program described in this report utilizes the
theory developed in earlier reports [2,3,4J. The problem solved here,
that of an eccentrically loaded beam-column carrying a concentrated
load at midspan, occurs frequently in, practice and therefore the
program is expected to be ~f benefit to civil engineers. The input
to the program is not complicated, and yet provides a good deal of
flexibility in specifying the degree of -accuracy required in the
solution as well as the magnitude of the output.
Research workers investiga~i~ beam-column behavior will
probably find this a handy tool in their studies. It may also s~rve
as a starting point for new programs that need- to be written when
the theory is ~tended to cover additional variations in loading.
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Table 4 is intended to be of use to programmers attempting such
modifications.
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25. TABLES
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(2)
r-~-·-
,TABLE 1 -- PARAMETER FUNCTIONS FOR THE
APPROXIMATE m-qrp EXPRESSIONS
(3 )
-------'
- ------ '
Sol id Rectangular
Section
, For all p
m = 1 - P
1
cp'=l-p
1
Strong Axis Bending
No Residual Stress
For all p
m - 1 - P1
'P
1
= 1 - P
3
m = -2 (1 - p2)pc
m = 1 + p - 2p2',
2
=-------
mpc
m
2
l
l
f
l
t
I
CP2 =
'1
1 - p
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For .
o :s p :S 0.225
m = 1.11 - 2.64p2pc
m =.1 +O.778p - 4.78p2
2
1
1 3.7p + 8.4p2
0.225 :s p :s 1
= 1.238 - 1.143J? - O.095p2
= 1.20 (l-p)
ep ,= 2.20 (l-p)
2
.TABLE 1 -- CONTINUED
(4) (5)
._'-
Weak Axis Bending
No Residual Stress
Strong Axis Bending
with Residual Stress
For all p
ffi1 = 1 P
'Pi = 1 - p
~For
o ',:::: P ~ 0.8
m = 0.9 - p
1
CPl = o. 9 ... ~ p
For
0.8 ~ p ~ 1
m = -1.1 + 3.1p - 2p21
epl = 3 •3 - 8p -I- Spa
For
CPa - "
1 - 1.57p + 0.725p2
m = 1 + 1.5p - 2.5p2
a
1
1.11 - 7.35p + 29.2p2
o ~ p ~ 0.225
m = 1.11 - 2.64p2pc
m = 0.9 + 1.94p - 9.4p2;3
1
CPa =
m = O~85 + 2.03p - 2.88p2
2
1cpo =
2 0.368 + O.645p - O.862p2
0.4 ~ P .::; 1
For
p)
0.225 ~.p :::;"1
m = 1~238 - 1.143ppc
rna = 1.1 (l-p)
CPa =' 1.3 - p
O.095p2
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TABLE 1 -- CONTINUED
(6) (7)
Weak Axis Bendi~
with Residual Stress
--+-1--'"-- - ~_
Square Tubular Section
No Residual Stress
For
~2 = 1.11 - 2.llp + 2.8lp2
0.4 < p < 1
- -
o ~ p .::: 0.252
m = 1.51. - O.28p2pc
m = 0.567 + O.lp - O.667p2
1
CPl = 0.5
m = 1 + O.25p - 1.25p2
2
1
o ::;-'-p :5 0.4
m. = 0.9 - P
...1 ~
~ = 0.9 - p
1
m = 0.9 + P - 2.Sp2
:3
1
o.46 7 :S p .s 1
1. - 2.5p + 4.17p2
,0 .:::: p ~ 0.467
1.20 - 1.~Op2
= 1 + O.9p - 3.25p2
1
=-------
mpc
m
2
m = 1.51 - 1.31ppc
1.40 (1 - p)
~2 = 2.50 (1 - p)
m
2
For all p
ill 1
- P1
tpl = 1 - p
For
1.3 - 2.45p + 2.45p2
to =:2
For
.0.252 .::; p .::: 1
m ,= 2.58 (0.52 + p) (1 - p)pc
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TABLE 2
ARG~1ENTS OF SUBROUTINE Be
1
1
2
2
r-~IGROiTPIUL
-1.0
, -1.0TOL2
TOL2
-DRH012
p~
T(45)
(64)
P1(56) (q=O) IT I-DRH014
(48) I cp. I DPHI3
m
KiX·---~·---·~--rDINCR=rTOEARG-rSIGN'fCASE
-----_. " .
I I f
2 '0.0
!
4 I0.0
!
TaL3 i 1. a 3 I ep or tep "
l
iZ 2
I I
I epm I DPHI5 TaL3 I 1. a 5 I tcpz
I I 1 I
(70) 1.tP. DPHI6 TaL3 I 1.0 I 6 J tcp I 3 II
_____----L~_ L_.__......." ... ~~_~" .._ .. .__._
ARGUMENrS Br>- F
Case Purpose
2 Start and solve FKL2, Eq.~ solve (extend Case 1)
4 Start only FKL4, Eq.
I 3 Start and solye FKL3, Eq.
i
5 Start and solve FKL5, Eq.~ solve (extend Case 3)
J
I 6 Start and solve FKL6, Eq.
~_ .......,...-............. -............"....
J
........
\.0
I
TABLE 3
SUBROUTINE FIZL2A
43 (CALC), 53 (q ==0 , hence., R=O),
54, 56 (q=O) , 57
48, 49, 52
64 (Part in FIZL6) , 65, 66, 67
41, 62
40
46
47 (Part in CASE24.)
60 (Part in CASE2l.. )
61
63
mOA
ONE
,ONEA
FIZL3
FKL4 (CALL-s CALC)
FKL5 (CALL-s FKL6)
9
6
7
3
8
4
5
10 FOURB (CALL-s CASE24)
12 FOURD
11 FOURe
[~~:L_~_~"_~:~~~..~Oi:t_=·~_J-C~~~::~:~_~:~~~_~~ '"~~hap ~-~) -]
I 1 I FKL2A (CALL-s CALC) ! 42 (E,;=O) , 43 (CALC), 45 (E;=O)" I
2 FKL2 I 42, 44, 45 (Note: FKL2 is a part
of FKL2A, hence, 43 is not re-I evaluated)
f
t
f
r
I
!
i
i
I
)
'l
1
i
'I
I
!TWOB (CALL-s CASE24)
13 THREE 51
14 FIVEA
15 FIVEB
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TABLE 4
STRUCTURE OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
XVSFI,XVSFEXVSFI7
6
T·...---'._-,~ .......~.~~ ...~,-~~~::--"""._"",,,,~,- ~~~~~~'. : .'~P-",~_"""'~-"';No. ROUTINE' ENTRY points IEXTERNALs t CALL-s I
+----t----.....-.-..---...-,---t-~-~---~.......-.--- ~-~'~·--- ..~--~r'~~..-.------~ ~.
l { ~ ~1 User I sprogram i User's program ! BMCOL I
2 J BMCOL ! BMCOL .FKL2 ,FKL4; i. FKL4, LABELS ,XVSFI, !
I' FKL3,FKLS, ~ BC,QMAX,PHIVSX j,( FKL6 , ONEA, f lr
j ONE \
3 I' BC BC TWOA , TWOB, !FKL2A, LABELS, !
THREE, ~ XVSFI ,XVSFE,
J . FIVEA, 1 XVSPHI ,MAXQ ,
I FIVEB, ~ HALVE ,QMAX,FKL2A I FKLX (== FKL2, FKL4 ,
"
FKL3,FKLS,
or FKL6)
4 IFKL2A See Table 3 ! CALC,FKL6,CASE24
, (15 ENTRY points) ~
5 I,: CALC ~~~~' CASE24, i
I I .
HALVE HA LVE IFKLX (= FKL2A, FKL2 ,
FKL4,FKL3,
FKL5, or
FKL6)
XVSFIX(= anyone
of items
6 thru
15 of
Tab Ie 3)
. 8 BLOCIZ DATA
9 LABELS
10 XVSPHI
LABELS
XVSPHI,PHIVSX lWOA,
FOURB,
FOURe,
ONEA,
FOURD
XVSFI,XVSFE
11 QMAX QMAX,MAXQ
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26. FIGURES
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Q
~-p x
Case I
(0) Elastic,
Primary
~stiC Plastic -ElasticZone Zone Zone
p Q p
x
PI
y Case 2
"Q
Case 3
y
(b) One" Side Plastic
..... ~ .
", Fig. 1 Eccentrically Loaded Beam-Column
- .1 "->
~ ~ t • ~ ~ __~_~ ...... _ ...._. ._._~""":'"........_. ~
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Secondary
Primary Plastic Primary
Et. sf C Plasti~1 }on~~ast~hast~1~one 0 iZone \ Zone
p ---..... ~a-p X
y Case 4
~-P x
y Case 5
~-P x
y Case 6
(c) Two- Side Plastic
Fig. 1 Eccentrically Loaded Beam-Column (Concluded)
J
~ _, L. _ ... ' ,:- ,
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mI
J
I
I
I
I
Elastic
I
I
4>1
Primary
Plastic
Secondary
Plastic
p :: Consto'nt
Fig. 2 Moment-Curvature-Thrust Relationship for a Common
Structural Section
" .
... .:. .
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_0
RETU~
Sol ve. Case 1
Solve Case 4
:Start Case 2
-Start Case 4
T
No L--G)
==-1-v-e-C-a-s-e--4=:J .
Yes
~----~..~! Solve Case 2
SOLVE CASE 1
INTER =: 1
TYPE =: • FALSE·
Fig. 3 General Flowchart
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No
F
Solve Case 6
No
2)
T (Gr. 3)
Start Case 3
Solve Case 3
Solve Case 5
Fig. 3 General Flowchart (Concluded)
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Solve Case 1
Investigate Cas~ 1, Case 2 solutions.
If Case 4 is the starting case, find starting conditions.
Evaluate program constants TB and Te.
Q~1 (1)
I =
T =
TF1-'lPQ
2
RHOIL
T
PHIVSX
RH01L ::: RHOlL DRHOIL
T
T
T
T
DRHOIL = O.5*DRHOIL
QMAX RHOIL = RHOIL + DRHOIL
CALL
DRHOIL :::: DRI-I014
UL = 0.0
--~
RHQ2 L =: lUIO 1L
Q "= TEMPY/RH02L
Compute ~
"----------'
Fig. 4 Flowchart - Case 4
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NCASE2 = ·F·
F T
NCASE2
START == *T·
ARG = TARG - TOLARG
Q ='0.0
NCASE4T
TABS(DARGj
-LT.
TOLARG
F
SMALL = ARG
ARG = ARG + DARG
ARGSGN = ARG*SIGN
F
·F·
CALL
LABELS
Fig. 5. Flowchart - SUBROUTINE Be
NCASE4
ULS = UL
DARG = DINeR
T = ARG
TSIGN = T-i<SIGN
ARC = ARG - DARG
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CALL
FIZLX
T
CALL
HALVE
(AH.G, ... , FKLX)
HALVE
(ARG ,... ,FKL2A)
T
T
T
SMALLQ :::: Q
Q=Q+DQ
BIGQ == Q
AFK.Ll :::: AB S (FIZL)
Fig. 5 Flowchart - SUBROUTINE Be (Contd.)
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TCALL
MAXQ
~~.DQ = -DQ
Q = SMAL~ ..
T
T
F
QMAX
HALVE
(Q , ••• ,FI<LX)
Fig. 5 Flowchart - SUBROUTINE Be (Concluded)
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LHS
b
-----~ ARG
a
Fig.. 6
b
--ID"'----ARG
a
Fig. 7
Figs. 6,7 Plot of LHS vs. ARG - SUBROUTINE HALVE
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START
REWRN
ABS (B IG - SMALL)
·LT·
TOLARG .
ARG =' 0.5(SMALL + BIG)
CALL
BIG = AH.G
<0
RETURN
>0 SMALL ::: ARG
Fig. 8 Flowchart - SUBROUTINE HALVE
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Bc
... ~~ ------......a.---------..--------'~
A o x
T
Fig. 9 Non-Dimensionalized Curvature vs. Length Diagram
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Xl = XOVERL
CURl = PHI
SLOPE::; 0.0
DEFLN ::: 0.0 XFI = XFI + DXFr
__ -__--1
DX - XFIMAX - XFIMINFI - SUB
T
F
CALL
XVSFIX
SL9PE = SLOPE + TEMP
EMP = O.5(CURl + PHI) (XOVERL - Xl) SM
DEFLN ::: DEFLN + TEMP(O.5) (XOVERL + Xl) DM
T
F
XVSFIX
XOVERL, PHI
F
Fig. 10· Flowchart - SUBROUTINE XVSFI
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q q
Fig. 11 Fig. 12
-.j
q q
Fig. 13
Figs. 11,12,13,14
Fig. 14
Plot of q VB. ~ - SUBROUTINE QMAX
m
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q qmax2 .
'-'
q3q q q,
I
I
I
I
,q, 1¢2
epm epm
Fig. 15 Fig. 16
qmax
qmax
q, q2q, q2
q I q3 q I
I I q3I I
I I
14>2 lep2
¢m' <Pm
Fig. 17 Fig. 18
Figs. 15 , 16 , 17 , 18 'Plot of q vs. tP, - SUBROUTINE Q1'iAX (Concluded)
m
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,~ . .' l
-I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
'I I
LESS=·F·
MESAGE =·F·
\--RETURN---1
~ MESAGE =·T· ......
r-- LESS =·T
q
I
I
~
I
I
t
Fig. 19 Values of LESS and MESAGE - SUBROUTINE QMAX
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START MESAGE T
LESS:::: 'T·
ARG ; ARG - DARG*SIGN
Q = QM(2) + TOLl
~_....--.J_ .....__t
T>--~ ARG = ARG - DARG'i'( SIGN
Q = QM(l)
1=2
ARG "= ARGM
DARG = 3z DARG
DARG = DARC;M
TDARG := DARGM
T
QM (1 ) = QM (2 )
QM(2) = QM(3)
IARGN :::::: ARG - DARG-/(SIGN
DARGM :::: DARG
---
I
I
I
I
•\
Fig. 20 Flowchart - SUBROUTINE QMAX
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RANGE
10
8
o
0.5
- =t ___
1.0
p
Fig. 21 Plot of RANGE VB. P (NTYPE = 2, R = 1.40)
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27. APPENDICES
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~~-~~~~-----,--'----- ----'-'-' .-- .,-----------...-------...
APPENDIX 1
---------.-----------------~-----------~-----~-~-------~-------~--_._-----~--
IYENGAR,A2023,CM60000,T20,~IYENGAR.
RUNCS)
lGO.
7/8/9 MULTIPlf PUNCHES IN COLUMN 1, ENO-OF-RECORO CARO.
PROGRAM U~ER(OUTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
REAL LOV~~R j
COMMON " AL I DPHI3, DPHI5., OPt!,J 6 ',9,_~012, DRH01~ E" EOVER~, HOVERR, :rNOEX,
lINOR,IRTTE,LOVERR,NSU8,NTYPE,P,~,RANGE,SIGMAY,TOL1,TOL2,TOL3
~ 0 ATA DPH'J;~, OPH'I5, DPH~6,DRHO-l?, ORH-O.14, E/3~O~~S, o. 05, o. 01, 30 000. 0 I
DATA INOEX,INOR,IRITE,NSU9/1,O,6,101
DATA SIGM~Y,TOL1,TOLZ,TOL3/34.0,1.0£-9,1.0E-6,1.0E-31
NTYPE=5
HOVERR=~.O/3.47
lOVERR=20.0
EOVFRR=1.0
RANGE=10.0
00 1000 NP=40~95~5
P=NP
P=P~·O.01 .
CALL SMeOl (INTER)
IF (INTfR.NE.O) GO iO 1010
1000 CON"TINUE
1010 CllLL f:Xlr
ENO
SOUR~E cnRD~ (FORTRAN) OF SUBROUTINE BMCOL,ETC (SEE APPENDIX 2).
6/71R/g MULTIPLE PUNCHES IN COLUMN 1, ENO-OF-FILE (ORANGE) CARD.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
-9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
17
18
19
20
GENERAL SOLUTION OF AN INELASTIC BEAM-COLUMN PROal~M
1. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
E :: MODULUS OF £LASTICITY
2. SECTION AND G~OM~T~Y
30000.0 KSI SIG~AY = YI~LO STRESS 34.00 KSI
(WF SHAPE, STRONG AXIS BENDING WITH RESIDUAL STRESSES)NTYPE
ALPHA
NATURE OF SECTION = 5
SHAPE 'FACTOR lOVERR SLENDERNESS RATIO =L/R 20.0
H/R -= 2.31 R = SHAPE VARIABLE = 0.00HOVERR = DEPTH RATIO
~. LOADING CONOITIONS
EOVERR = ECCENlRICI~Y RATIO = E/R
MZERO :: END MO~ENT = .4610g5
4. G~NERAlIZ~O STRE$S-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP
1.000 p ECCENTRIC LOAD (FRACTION OF YIELD LOAO) .400
A = 1.000000
,M?C .7&5601)
B :: 1.128328
PHIl = .500000
c .444295
PHI2 =
F:; .085536
.900000
5. P~ESCq!9EO INCREMENTStACCUR~CIES AND ~ANGf.:
INCREMENTS
ORH012 INCREMENT OF RH01/L IN CASE 2 .05000'0
DRH014 INC~EHENT 01=' RHOI/L IN CASE 4 .DiOOOn
OPHI3 INC~EHENT OF PHIM IN CASE J = .500000
OPH!'5 INCREMENT OF PHIM IN CASE '5 .SODOOU
OPHI& INCREMENT OF PHIM IN CASE 6 .SOOODU
ACCURACIES
TOli TOLERANCE ON Q, 1.00E-09
TOL2 TOLERANCE ON RY01/L i.OOE-Oo
TOL~ TOlC:~ ANeE ON PYIM i.OOE-03
R,ANGE
R,QNGt:' LIMIT OF PHI~ = 10.00 TIMES PHI2
6. END SlOP~ AND CENT~AL DEFLECTION
INOFX 1 (RESULTS PRINTED
1. KL
IND~ (CURVATURE V5. LENGT~ R~SULTS SUPPRESSED)
NSU~ NU~eEq OF suanrV!SIONS = 10
• 42"? ~~3
GROUP 1, CASE 1
Q PHIM RH01/l RH02/L
0.000000 .471748 END SLOPE 4.602QE-03 CENTRAL OF-FLECTION ;: 1.0020E-02
.0,2506 '7 .1;)00000 END SLOPE
-= 4.742JE-03 CENTRAL DFFLECTION 1.0422E-02
GROUP i, CASE 2 rU\J111 <'" SfC1J~/ (~Ay-I
&M jJ}-/hl) e~,A )TIV
Q PH!M RH01/l: RH02/L
.025067 .500000 .500000 END SLOPE
-
It.7lt23E-03 CENTR4L DEFLECTION = 1.0422E-02
.021Q13 .505152 .45000n END SLOPE 4.7592E-03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION = 1.0472E-02
.031702 .512151 .400000 END SLOPE 4.7840E-03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION 1.0548E-02
.030834 .521886 .3;0000 END SLOPE = 4.62'0 8E- 03 CENTRAL DE'FLECTION = 1.0&62E-02
.043975 .53;921 .300000 END SLOPE = 4.8764E-03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION = 1.0834E-02
.OC;4324 .;57343 .2500011 END SLOPE 4.9618E-03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION = 1.1iOSE-02
.010261 ."5Q3017 .20000'0 END SLOPE :;: 5.1111E-03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION = 1.1557E-02
.OQ7'331 .662t93 .150000 F.I\IO SLOPE 5,3927E-03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION = 1.2421E-02
.151890 .845687 .10000'0 END SLOPE 6.0905E-O'3 CENTRAL DEFLECTION 1.4S78E-02
,.162772 .89t61!O .OQ315fJ ~NO SLOPE: 6.2547E-DJ CENTRAL DEFLECTION 1.5091E-02
.1&4231 .898151 .OQ2969 END SLOPE 6.2775E-03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION = 1.516JE-02
.164602 .89q7q7 .OQ2173 END SLOPE 6.2833E-03 CENTRAL DFFLECTION 1.S181E-02
.164&26 .89QQOO .Og2761 END SLOPE = 6.2836'E,,:,03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION = 1. S182E-02
.164637 .8999;2 .092755 END SLOPE &.2636E-03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION 1.S183E-02
.164(,43 _____.-8q9q18 .092752 END SLOPE 6.283C:JE-03 CENTRAL DE'FLECTION = 1.S183E-02
.164646 .899990 .092751 ENQ SLOPE 6.2840E-03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION ~ 1.5183E-OZ
.154641 .899991 .OQ2750 END SLOPE ~ &.2840E-03 CENTRAL OEFLECTION = 1.5183E-02
GROUP 1, CASE 4
Q PHIM RHOI/L RH02/L
.16464q .900004 .09274Q .499998 END SLOPE G.2840E-03 CENTRAL OEFLECTION 1.St63E-02
.11\5782 1 .. n281Q3 .082149 .440889 END SLOPE = &.6467E-03 CENTRAl. DEFLECTION = 1.6343E-02
.212181 i.115116 .n72'7lt9 .383767 END SLOPE 7.2535E-03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION 1.8369E-02
.?-43560 3.224537 .062749 .32825~ END SLOPE 8.9278E-.03 CENTRAL OFFLECTION 2.4464E-02
.246259 6.2235<36 .0614g9 .121410 END SLOPE 9.7163E-03 CENTRAL DEFLECTION 2.7727E-02
.246113 1.697409 .061343 .320556 END SLOPE 1.0031E-02 CENTRAL DEFLECTION 2.8689E-02
THE NEXT SET Or VALUES CORRESPONDS TO A VALUE OF Q WHICH IS VERY CLOSE TO THE ACTUAL MAXIMUM VALUE OF Q
.246316 7.368g06 .061370 .320703 END SLOPE 9.98Z-4E·03 CENT~Al DEFLECTION 2.8490E-02
.246288 8.470010 .1)61292 .120276 END SLOPE 1.0160E-02 CE;NTRAL DEFLECTION 2.9134E-nZ
.24f;270 8.832284 .O&127~ .3~O110 END SLOPE 1.,0 21&E- 02 CENTRAL DEFLECTION 2.9333E-02
.246264 8.930371 .061261 • ~?O143 END SLOPE 1.0231E-02 CENTRAL DEFLECTION '2. 9386E- 02
.246262 8.9aOf;58 .061269 .120130 END SLOPE ~ 1.0238E-02 CENTRAL DEFLECTION 2.9413E-02
.246261 8.q93354 .()61264 .~20126 ENO SLOPE = 1.0240E-02 CtNTRAL DEFLECTION = 2.9420E-02
G~NF.R4L SOLUTION OF AN IN~LASTIC BEAM-COLUMN PROeLEM
1. H~T~~IAL PROPERTIES
~ = MODULUS OF ELASTICITY -
2. SECTION AND GEOM~TRY
30000.0 KSI SIGHAV = Y1ELO STRESS 34.DO KSI
NATURE OF SECTION = 5 (WF SHAPE, STRONG AXIS BENDING WITH QESrOUAL STRESSES)NTYPF.
ALPHA SHAPJ: FACTOR 1.11 LOVERR SLENDERNESS RATIO = ~/R = 20.0
H/R= 2.31
1.000
HOVERR = DEPTH RATIO
3. LOADING CONOITlONS
EOVERR = ECCENTRICITY RATIO = E/R ~
MZERO = END MOMENT = .518732
4. GENERALIZED STRE~S-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP
R SHAPE VARIA6LE =O.QO
p = ECCENTR~C LOAD (FRACTION OF YIELD LOAD) .450
A = 1.0noooo A = 1.'019031 C = .381717 F :: .071826
MPC .704412 PHIl = .450000 PHt2 = .850000
5. PRESCRIAED INCREMENTS, ACCURACIES AND RANGE
INCqEMENTS
DRH012 INCQEME'NT OF RHOI/L IN CASE 2 .050000
DRH014 INCREMENT Of' RH01/L IN CASE It = .01000'0
DPHI3 INCRE"'~NT OF PHIM IN CASE 3 :: .500000
DPHT5 I~CREHENT OF PHIM IN CASE -5 .,aotioo
DPHIG INCReMENT OF PHIH IN CASE 6 .~ODDOO
ACCURACIF.S
LIMIT OF PHIM = 10.00 TIMES PHI2
TOli
TOl2
TOlJ
RANGE:
RANGE
TOLERJ'NC£ ON Q
TOlE~ANCE' ON RH01/L
TOLE~.NCE ON PHIM
1.00E-09
1.00E""'06
1.DDE-03
~. END SLOP€ AND CENTRAL DEFLECTION
INOEX 1 (RESULTS PRINTED
INOR (CURVATURE VS. LENGTH RESULTS SUPP~ESSEO)
NSU8 NUMBER OF SUBDIVISIONS = 10
.45161;4
-~~-- --~- ---- ,--~ ....~ -~ -~- ---,.-- - ---~ ........... - ..~_.~-
GROUP 2, CASE 3
Q
Oiltonoooo
.O~641'
.0131253
.058015
.t15g644
.060048
.06024CJ
PHIM
.• 6202~3
.74t;223
.807723
o1'l3~g73
.8467.95
.84~7,g
.84g715
RH01/l RH02/L
END SLOPE ::
ENO SLOPE =
END SLOPE ::
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE =
5.95Q5E"'03
6$5543£-03
6 • 8 2 91 E-- 0 :3
6.9628E-03
6.9gS9E:..03
7 • 0 0 41 E·- 0 3
7.0082E-03
CENTRAL DEFLECTION =
CENTRAL DEFLECTION =
CE~TRAL DEFLECTION =
-CENTR~L OfFLECTION =
CENTRnL OFFLECTION :
CENTRAL OFFLESTION =
CENTRAL DEFLECTION =
1.3074E-02
1.4794E-02
1.5611£-02
1.5011E-02
1.6110E-02
1.6135E-02
1.6147E-02
GROUP 2, CASE S
Q
.060308
.10g384
.t2275?
.1276t5S
.12<3701
.110S~O
.130Q25
.131(110
PHIM
.850DOO
1.~1jOOOO
1.8'30000
2.350000
2.850nao
3.3500110
3.8500no
4.350000
~H01/l RHO_2fL
.SODaoo
.2766013
.244606
.232898
.2~7188
.223946
.221919
.22056'5
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE -=
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE -::
ENO SLOPE =
'END SLOPE =
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE =
7 .. 0094E-03
8.4580E-03
9.32·93E-03
9.9244E-03
1.0364E-02
1.0707E-02
i.,0985E-02
1.1220E-02
CENTRAL DFFLECTION -
CENTRAL DEFLECTION =
CtNTR~l DffLECTION =
CENTRAL DEFLECTION =
CENTRAL DEFLECTION =
CENTRAL OfFlEGTION =
CENTRAL DEFLECTION =
CENT~~L DEFLECTION =
1.6151E-02
2.0783E~02
2.3797E-02
2.S944E-02
2.7561~-02
~~8832E-02
2.9S65E-02
3.0728E-02
THf NEXT SET OF V!\LUES CORRESPONDS TO A VALUE OF Q WHICH IS VERY CLOSE "TO THE ACTUl\.L MAXIMUM VALUE OF Q
.131010
.i30Q60
.130841
.130593
.130529
.1~0361
.130196
.1~003?
.i29B8~
.12984;
.12g842
.129842
.12g841
4.~6~672
4.863672
5.363572
5.863f;72
6.163672
00853672
7.353572
7o~63672
~.353672
80488672
.f3.4964f34
8.498417
8.4g9414
.220534
.21g591
.218901
.218382
.217980
.~176b3
.217409
.217202
.217030
.2i69q2
.216990
.216989
~210989
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE ::
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE =
END SLOPE =
END SLOPe =
END SLOPE =
ENO SLOPE ::
t:NO SLOPE =
END SLO-PE =
1.1226E- 02
1.142'3E-02
1 11 16 0 8 E·- 02
1.1771E--02
1.1921E-U2
1.2061E-02
1.2194E-02
1.2321E-02
1.2444E-O~
1.2474E-02
1.2476E-02
lo2477E-02
1.2477J::-02
CENTRAL DEFLECTION =
CENTR~L DEFLECTION =
CENTRAL DEFLECTION -
CENTRAL OEFLECT!O~ =
CENTRAL DEFLECTION =
CENTR~L DEFLECTION =
CENTRAL DEFLECTION =
CENTR~L DEFLECTION =
CENTRAL DEFLECTION =
CENTRAL DEFlE~TION =
CENTqAL OfFLEGTION =
CENT~~L DfFLECTION =
CENTRnl DEFLECTION =
3.0749E-02
3.1485E-02
3.2129E-02
1.2702~-02
3.3221E-02
3.369aE-02
3.4141E-02
3.455,9£-02
3.4g54t:-02
3.5050~-02
3.5056€-02
3.5057E-02
3.,5058E~02
GENE~~L SOLUTIO~ OF aN I~ELASTIC BEAM-COLU~N P~OBL~M
1. M~T~~!Al pqaPEqTr~S
E = M~OUlU5 O~ ELASTICITY
2. SEC1ION AND GEOHETRV
30000.0 l(SI ~IGMAY YIelD ST~~SS 34.00 I(S1
NATURE OF S~CTI0N = 5 (WF SHAPE, STRONG AXIS BENOlNG WITH RESIDUAL STRESSES)NTYPE
ALPHA SHAPE l='AC'fOR 1.11 LOVERR SLENDERNESS RATIO = L/R 20.0
... /R = 2.31 R = SHAPE VARIABLE = 0.00HOVE~R = DEPTH 'RATIO
~. LOAOING CONDITIONS
EOV~R~ = ECC~NTRICITY R~TIO = E/R =
HZE~O = END MOMENT = .57636q
~. GENERALIZED STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP
1.000 p eCCENTRIC ~OAO (~RACTtON OF Y1ELO LOAD) .500
A = 1.000000 ~ .q12132 C .323901 F = .059J60
MPC .642150 PHI1 = .400000 PH!2 = .eooooo
15. PRESCRIBED INCREMENTS,ACCURACIES AND RANGE
INCREMf:N1S
D~H012 IN~REMENT OF RH01/l IN CASE 2 .050000
ORH014 INtjREMENT Of=" RH01/L IN CASE 1+ .010001]
OPHI3 INCREMENT OF PHIM IN CASE 3 .500000
OPHIr; I~CREHENT ot=' PHIM IN CASE IS .500000
OPH!f5 INCREMENT OF PHlt-i IN C.~SE 5 .sonDOU
ACCU~ACI~S
LIMIT O¥ PHIM = 10.00 TIMES PHI2
TOl1
TOL2
lOl3
~ANGE
~.l\NGE
TOLE~~NCE ON Q
TOLERANC~ ON RH01/L
TOLERANCE ON P~IM
1.00E-09
i.OOE-OE.
1.00E-O·3
~. END SLOP~ AND CENTRAL DEFLECTION
INDEX 1 (RESULTS pqtNTEO
1. KL
INOR (CU~VATURE vs. LENGTH RESULTS SUPPRESSED)
N~UA NUMBER OF SUBDIVISIONS = 10
.411;OQ5
~-~--_._--- _._-~~-_.__.._---_.- ¥ ----_._--_. - --. - ."
G~OUP 3, C~SE 6
Q.
0.000000
.00483;
PH!M
1.41g270
1.g1Q270·
RH01/l R1102/L
END SLOPE = 1.1g38E-02
END SLOPE = 1.3833E-02
CENTRAL DEFLECTION = 2.7698E-02
CENTR~l DEFLECTION = J.3710E-02
THE NEXT SET OF VALU~S CORRESPONDS TO A VALUE OF Q WHICH IS VERY CLOSE TO THE ACTUAL MAXIMUM VALUE OF Q
0004921 2.017Q03 END ·SLOPE ': 1. 4.164E'- 02 CENT~Al DEFLECTION = 3.4792~-O2
.01]"3400 2.517Q03 END SLOPE = 1.5715E-02 CENTRAL OEFlEGTION = 3.9958E-tJZ
.OOOD2~ 3.017g03 END SLOPE = 1e7150£-02 CENTR~L DfFLECTION = 4e4844E-n2
.000012 3.01<3BS6 END SLOPE· -= 1 •.71·56~-O2 CENTRAL DFFlE~TION = 4.4863E-02
.000004 1.020833 END SLOPE = 1.715gE-02 CENTRAL DEFLECTION = 4.4873E-02
Gf'NF~~L .SOLUTION 'OF ~N I~ElAST!C eEAH-COL~HN PROSL'E,.,
1. MATtRIAL PRQPERTt~S
E = ~OOULUS OF ELASTICITY
2. S~CTIQN ANn GEOMETRY
30000.0 KS1 SIG~AY : YIElO 'STRe~s 34.0q KSI
NATU~E OF SECTION = 5 (WF SHAPE, ST~ONG AXIS BENnING W~TH ~ESIOU4~ STRESSES)NTYPE
ALPHA SHAPE 'f~CTOR 1.11 LOVERR SlENDE~NESS RATIO = ~/~ ,- 20.0
H/R -;: 2.31 ~ = SHAPE VA~tA9LE = o,po.HOVERR = DEPTH RATIO
3. LOADING CONDITIONS
EOVERR ~ ECC~NTRICITY ~ATIO = E/R
MlERO = END MOMENT = .6340U6
4. GEN~RA~IlfO STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP
1.000 p ECCENTRIc LOAp (FRACTION OF' YIE~D LOAD) .550
A = 1.000000 B .807601 C .270720 F ;: .048157
MPC .5,80612 PHIl = .3'50000 PHI2 = ~7S0000
5. PRESCRIBED INCREH€NTS,ACCURACIES ANO RANGF.:
INCREMENTS
ORJ-f012 INCREMENT O'F RH01/L IN C~SE a = .0500 q'O
DRH014 INCREMENT OF RH01/l IN C~SE ,4 = ~O10000
D-PH!~ INC~EMENT OF PHIt-' 'IN CASE 3 .500000
OPHTr; INC"REH'ENT OF PHIM IN CASE 5 .50000-0
DPH!6 INC~EMENT OF PHIH IN CASE 6 = .;00000
ACCUR~C!ES
1.00E-OQ
1.00E... O&
i.00E-03
TOLl:qANCE ON ()
TOLERANCE ON RH01/L
TOl~qANCE ON ~HIH
TOli
T01,.2
T01,.1
RANG~
RANG~ ~ LIMIT OF PHTH = l~.OO T!MES ~HI2
6~ ENO SLOPE ~ND CE~TRAL OEFLF~TION
1 (RI:SUl TS PRINTED l,
7. KL
tNOR (CU~VATUR~ vs. lfNGT~ R~SULT~ SUPP~ESSED)
Nsue NUMeER OF SUROIVISIONS ~ 10
.49q~13
•
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
SU8ROUTI~E SMeal (INTER)
AUTHOR-SAMPATH IY~NGAR, FRITZ ENGINEERING LABORATORY,
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, 8ETHLEHEM, PA.18015 e
THIS GROUP OF SURPROGRAMS IS WRITTEN TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF A
BEAM-COLUMN IN'80TH THE ELASTIC AND 1HE INELASTIC RANGES.
ASSUMPTIONS - THRUST IS ADPlIEO FIRST AT THE ENDS OF THE
EEAM-COLU~N,·wtTH OR WITHOUT ECCENTRICITY. 80TH THRUST AND
ECCENTRICITY REMAIN CONSTANT.
THE BEAM-COLUMN IS· NEXT- SUBJECT TO A VARIl\BLE CONCENTRATED LL\TF:R,~L
LOAD AT MIDSPAN.
THE PROGR~M PR~DICTS THE CENTR~L CURVATUR~ FOR EACH VALUE OF TH~
CONCENTRATED LOAD.
ALL QUANTITIES CONSIDERED ARE NON-OIMENSIONALIZEO WITH RESPECT TO
QUANTITIES AT INITIAL YIELD.
FOR OFTATLfD DOCUMENTATION, SEE FRIT'Z ENGINEERING LABORATORY
REPORT NO G 331.7.
I NPUT TO TH E . ROUT IN E IS TH ELI ST I N T~1E CO MMON BL OCK LABELLED BL.
lOGICALl~SS,MESAGE,NCVSL,NI~,PZERO,START,TYPE
COMMON IBLI DPHI3,DPHIS,OPH!6,ORH012,O~H014,E,EOVERR,HOVfRR,INO~X,
1 I NOR, IR! TE, L aVE ~R, NS~?, NT YPE, P, R, R,n NGE, S I GMAV, TOll, TaL 2, TOL 3
COM M0NIBL AI _n.-Kt, A-R-S--rrc , B-l'G-Q , '6 ,C~A, rrEF1:-N f-{)-t~rle~'-F', F--A-L-P+f A,~'{l1t ·I~-!41
lA-R-f-1-5) , JJJ-t\-R-f-S-' , ~-K-l:-S iK"'t~tr~, K-t:-2, Kt:-::~~1ffim~, b"-'E'S'"S'--;-,-t:tt1t~~1~?'~/ "Mt:'·S'&~l;~E ? M-l-'
2~,~N.c-V-SL ,-N--I-R,~, t'itl-M ,-P+t-I~Z ,·,~"pi-I~ ,~p-tt+e-,-~Z-E-e,p,-(Y,O-M\3'-), ,-R+tfl~1L ,RY-02t.. ,-R-
3 PJ+I-M-,~-r-L1~S~A--, s-E rA ,--g-H,C ,,, ..S-I NA, -stlJP--E , ~~MtS·· ~1~{-,t~(~Q., S~Pt1-rL~9=S~l~'-r"'"t--,"-SPH"r--2 "t, SSET
4Jf,~T , sttB , ~-,,-+-A-,-:r-F:-,-T-EtH~A-, ..,,T--~--M"e~B--, T-..~MPK,:r--~MPL,TE MPM,T EMPQ'"''fE-MP-X::-l:'',rF~----'''
5 ,,--T-5T-'-:"J1-r~~-Ft-~R~D~,"tP"R--'I--2--,)~~T--T9r---S--,-T4""','TS-,~R L , ZET][
DIMENSI'ON TYPE1(2), TYPE2(2)
REAL 'KL, KL S, KL SA, KL SA2 , Kl 2 , KL2 SA, L 0 VERR, M, MPC, MZER0 , MZER0 A, M1 , M2
-EXTERNAL FKL2~FKl4~FKL3,FKl5,FKL6
'EXTERNAL ONEA,ONE .
CROOT(ARG)=SIGN(1.0,ARG)~ABS(ARG)·~THIRD
INITIALIZE VARIABLE INTE~ TO 1 (SEE CHAPTER 6). r
START COMPUTATIONS OF GENERALIZED STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS.
INTER=1
KL=LOVE~R~SQRT(P~SIGMAY/E)
WRITE (!RITE,'1610) ~,SIGMAY,NTYPE
PSQ=p·p
TYPE=.F,l\lSE.
PZERO=P.f'Q.O.O
NCVSL=I t\JrJEX. EQ. 0
NIR=INDR.EQ.O
HOVRR=HOVERR
RR=R
A=1.0
PHI1=1.0- o
SP~I1=SQRT(PHI1)
Ml=PH·Il
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
g
10
.11
12
13
14
15
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
3/+
35
36
. 37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
-47
i.. a
49
50
51
52
53
54
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PHI2=100.0
MPC=8
c
C If' P .GE. 1/ (1+R), THE LOGIC.l\L VARI,A8LE 'TYPE .~AS THE VALLIE fJ TRUE.,
C AND THE SSCONOARY PLASTIC ZON~ DOES NOT ~XIST.
C
c
C 4RBITRAQY VALUES - VnLUES or MPC AND F ARE NOT USED IN
C CALCULATIONS, VALUE OF PHI2 IS USED ONLY IN EST~8LISHING THE
C RANGE OF THE SOLUTIO~.
C
c
C NTYPE = 2, IDEALIZED WIDE FLANGE SHAPE BENT ABOUT THE STRONG AXIS.
C.
1010 WRITE (IRITE,1630l
RP1=1.0+R
RP2=RP1+R
RP3=RP2+R
TEM"PZ=RP2/RP3
ALPRA=1.S-\f.TEMPZ
5S
56
57
58
59·
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
7';
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
·84
85
86
87
88
89
90
.91
92
91
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
SEVEN TYPES OF CROSS-SECTION CAN BE HANDLED BY THIS PROGRAM.
\
GO TO (10f)O',101;~O,1040,1090,1140,118091200), NTYPt:
NTYPE = 1, RECTANGULAR CROSS-SECTION.
WRITE (!RITE,1620)
F=O.5
8=3.0"PHIl
MPC=1.5~(1.0-PSQ}
PH!2=1.0/ P HI1
SPH! 2=SO,RT ( PHI 2)
HOVRR=3.4641015151377545870S4892683
ALPt~A=1.SO
C-::2~O·PHI1~SPHll
GO TO 1250
TYPF=P.GE.1.0/~Pl
IF (iYPE) GO TO 1030
C=4.0·TEMPZ/(2.0+R)
B=1.0+C
T£MPZ=RP1~P
IF '(PZE~O) GO TO 1020
nOWN=RP3¥(1.0-~ORT(PHI1~(1.0-TEMPZ»'
UP=2.0~P~(RP2-RP1~TEMPZ)
8=PHI1+ UP l DOW~~
C:SPHI1·UP/DOWN
1020 r=O.5/RP~
MPC=leS·(~P2-TEMPZ~TEMPZ)/RP3
PHI2=1.0/(1.0-TEMPZ)
SPHI2=SIlRT(PHI2)
GO TO 1260
1030 8=3.0"·RP1·PHI1/RP3
C=2.0·PHI1¥SPHI1/RP3
c
c
c
c
c
C
1000
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c
c
c
C
1040
105.0
1060
1070
1080
c
c
c
C
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
c
c
c
.C
1140
1150
1160
1170
F=O.5
GO TO 1260
NTVPE = 3, WIDE FLANGE SHAPE WITHOUT RESIDUAL STRESSES SENT ABOUT
THf: STRONG AXIS.
WRITE (IRITE,1640)
If' CP.GT.O.22Sl GO TO 1060
M2=1QO+O.778·P-4.78~oSQ
PHI2=1.D-3.7~P+8.4·PSQ
PHI2=1.0/ D HI2
MPC=1.11-2.64· P SQ
GO TO· 108 n
M2~1.20'fD~I1
PHI2=2.20·PHI1
MPC=lo2~8-1o143·P-OoO,g5·PSQ
ALPHA=1.11
GO TO 1230
NTYPE = 4, WIOE FLANGE SHAPE WITHOUT RESIDUAL ST~ESSES 8ENT ABOUT
THE WEAK n.XIS.
WRITE (IRITE,1o?O)
IF (P.GT.01)I+) GO TO 1110
M2:1.0+1.S·P-?5¥PSQ
PHI2=1.n-1.57~P+Oo725~PSQ
PHI2=1.0/oHI2
IF (P.GToO.2~2) GO TO 1120
MPC=1.51¥{1aO-O.18S·PSQ)
GO TO 1130
M2=O.85+2.03~p-2.88~PSQ
PHI2=O.~5A+O.645·P-O.862·PSQ
PHI2=1.0/PHI2
MPC=2.58·CO.52+P)·(1.0-P)
ALPHA=l.st
GO TO 1230
NTYPf = 5, WIDE FLANGE SHAPE WITH RESIDUAL STRESSES BENT ABOUT THE
STRONG AXIS.
WRITE (I~!TE,166n)
IF (P.GT.O.B) GO' TO 1150
PHI1:0.Q_o
SPH!1=SQRTCPH!1)
M1="PHI1
GO TO 1170
M1=-181+3.1~P-200·PSQ
PHI1=3.3-8.0¥P+5.0~P~Q
[\=M1/PHIi
SPHI1=SO,RT (PHI 1)
M2=1.t·(i.O-Pl
Pl~I2=1.3--0
GO TO 1070
IF (P.GT.O.225) GO TO. 1160
109
110
111
112
113'
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
12~
124
125
125
127
128
12g
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
-il.t
142
1 1+3
1L.4
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
.'152
153
154
155
156
iSJ
158
159
160
161
162
rI
~
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8=0·. 0
C=O.O
IF (P7ERdl GO TO 1240
T=SPHI2-S 0 HI1
8=(M2¥SPHI2-M1·SPHI1)/T
C=SPHIl Jf. SOH I 2 J1. ( t-1.2 - M1) IT
1240 f=(MPC-M~)~PHI2·PHI2
1250 ·RR=O.O
1260 MZERO=O.5·P·EOVERR~HOVRR
C
NTY~E = 6, WIOE FLANGE SHAPE WITH RESIDUAL STRESSES BENT ABOUT THE
WEAK· AXIS.
p
C
C
C
.1180
c
c
C
1200
1210
1220
1230
C
C
C
C
M2=O.g+1.Q4¥P-9.4·psn
PHI2=1.0/0.9-1.35~P+29.2·PSQ
PHI2=1.0/ o HI2
GO TO 10TiO
WRITf (IRTTE,1~70)
IF (P.GT.O.4) GO TO 1190
PHI1=O.Q-P
SPHI1=Sr'lQT(PHI1)
Ml=PHI1
M2=O.9+P-~.S"PSO
PHI2=1.0/0.9-2.11~P+2.81~?SQ
?HI2=1.0/PHI2
GO TO 1100
·M1-= 0 • 567 +0 .1 .p- 0 .667 JI. PS a
?Hll=n.'5
SPHI 1= o. 70710 {; 78 li8 5547 5 2l~4 0 08443621
A=Ml/PHIl
M2~1.0+0.25·P-1o~S·PSQ
PHI2=1.3-2e45~P+2.45~PSQ
?HI2=1.0/ o HI2
GO TO 1120
NTYPE = 7, SQUARE TUBE WITHOUT RESIDUAL STRESSES.
WRITE (IRITE,1680)
!F (P.GT.O.467) GO TO 1210
-MPC=lo20-1.S96~PSQ
M2=1.0+0.9~P-3.2S~PSQ
.PHI~=1.0-~.5¥P+4.17~PSQ
,PHI2:1.0/PHI2
GO ·TO 1220
MPC:l.;1-1.31·P-O.2~PSQ~
M2=1.40~PHI1
PH!2=2.50,·PHli
ALPHA=1.20
SPHI 2=SQRT (-P HI 2 )
ARBrT~ARY VALUES-FOR 8 ANO C IF P : 0.0, VALUES NOT USED IN
CAL CUL AT'IONS.
163
.164
165
166
167
lo~
169
170
171
172
173
-114
175
176
177
176
179
180
161
162
183
184
185
186
187
188
·189
190
191
1<32
193
194
195
196
. 197
.198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
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/
A SOLUTION IS LIKELY. RESET INTER TO ZERO.
PRELIMINARIES' CONCLUDED.
IF (MZERO.GE.~PC) GO TO 1580
IF (KL.GE~3.1415926S3589793238462~433832)GO TO 1590
MODIFY FORMAT ARRAYS TO SUIT PRINTOUT OF END SLOPE AND CENTRAL
DE~LECT!ON, IF THESE HAVE BEEN REQUESTED.
INTER=O
EVALUATE CFRTAIN" PROGRAM CONSTANTS.
DM'=L OVERR fHOVRR
SM=2.0~SIGMAY/E~OM
SU9=NSU~
TF=2.0·S~~T(F)~THIRD
lG=T'F IKl
IF (PZERO) GO TO 1280
TA:2~a/~-\lF/PHT2
S2C=SQRT(2.0"'C)
SHC=O oS.v.S-2C
ARSHC=ALPHA/SHC
TPHI2::PH!~·RANGE
RETURN CONTROL TO US~RtS PROG~AM IF EITHER MZERO EXCEEDS NPC OR"
KL 'EXCEFO~ PI, SINCE NO SOLUTION CAN EXIST IN THESE INSTANCESo
INTER R£TAINS THE VALUE 1.
fCHa OF INPUT DATA AND PRINTOUT OF PARAMETERS CONCERNING THE
GENfRALIl~O STR~SS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP.
TYPE1 (1) =5HSUPPR"
TYPE1(2)::SHESSED
TYPE2(t)=SHSUPPR
TYP£2(2)=5HfSSED
IND=O
IF (NCVSLl GO TO 1270
TYPfl(1)=5H PRIN
TVP£1(2l=5HTEO
IF CNIR) GO TO 1270
rYPE2(1)=5H PRIN
TYPE2 (2) =5H~fEO
INO=INDR ..,-~
!VAR(12)=6H3HX/L,
IVAR(13)=6H17X,
IVAR(14)=&H3HPHII
t. \J AR ( 1) ::: 6~' ( 1H0 , i.
WRITE (!QTTE,1700) INDEX,TYPE1,INO,TYPE2,NSUB,KL
WRITE (IRITE,1710)
217
218
219
WRITE <IRITE,16QO) ALPHA,LOVER~,HOVRR,~R,EOVERR,p,M1ERO,A,8,C,F,MP220
1C,PHI1,PHI2,ORH012,ORH014,OPHI3,DPHIS,OPHI6,TOL1,TOL2,TOL3,RANG,E 221'
222
223
224
· 225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
23/+
235
235
237
238
239
240
~~2~A_1
242
2.43
2[+4
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
2'S4
255
255
257
258
2Sg
'260
261
262
2G3
264
255
266
261
268
269-
2701280
1270
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
'C
C
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lESS=.TRUE.
c
IF CMZEROA.GT.PHI1) GO TO 1530
MZEROA= MZ~R_ 0 IA
J<L2=O.S""KL
271
.272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
281
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
291
2<34
295
29&
·2g7
298
29g
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
"314
315
316
311
318
319
320
3-21
322
323
324
PRINT Rf;.SULTS.
'w RITE (I Rt TE, J VAR) Q, PHI M
12C30
c
c
c
If (NCVSL) GO TO 1300
TEMPA=PHI1+PHI1 ~
CALL XVSFt (XOVERL,ONf:A,O.O,O.S) (
HRITE (IRtTE,LVAR.> SLOPE,OEFLN
C
C CASf 1 ~OlUTION ENDS (P = 0.0).
C EVnLUATF PARAMETERS FOR CASE 4 SOLUTION.
C
1300 ~ALPHA=~/ALPHA
TtMPY=AALDHA~PHI2¥O.;
CALL LABELS (1,4)
c·
C NO tMAXIMUMt FOR Q IF P = 0.0, HENCE LESS = .TRUE ••
C
c
C COMPUTE AND PRINT END SLOPE AND CENTRAL DEFLECTION IF THESE HAVE
C SEEN REQUESTED.
C
c
C ELIMINATION BY GROUPS.
C IF MZERO/A .LE. PHIl, GROUP 1 CONTROLS. ELSE, INVESTIGATE GROUP 20
C
c
C INITIALIZE VARIAqLES AS UNDER.
C
Q=O.O
ST,ART=. TRUE.
lESS=.FALSE.
MESnGE=.Fl\LSE.
RHOiL=O.S
c
__ C ELIMINATION BY C~SES.
C IF P IS ZERO, SOLVE CASE 1.
C
IF (.NOT.PZERO) GO TO 1310
AAlPHA=./\ Il\L f'HA
PHIM=O.O
CALL lASY::L S (1,1)
WRITE (IRITE,JVAR) Q,PHIM 1:;::--
IF (N~VSL) GO TO 12g0
SLOPE=O.O
DEFLN=O.O
RRITE (!qITE,lVARl SLOPE,DEFLN
Q=AALPHA~PHI1
PHIM=PHll
L-.j ..(7 /
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c
c
c
c
C
c
- 13.1 0
c
c
c
c
c
c
1320
c
c
c
c
c
C
1330
1340
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
PROCEED TO CASE 4 DIRECTLY, AS THERE IS NO CASE 2 SOLUTION WH~N
P = 0.0.
GO TO 1400
MORE PROGRAM CONSrQNTS (P IS NOT ZERO).
S A=SQR.T ( A)
KL S=t<l.&l-KL
TE= TF IPH I 2/SPH I 2'
T8=MZEROA/PHI1
KL2SA=l<L2/SA
l<L SA'2=KL 2" SA
Kl S A=KL / S1\
CKL?SA=COS(KL2SA)
TEMPX=Oo5¥PHI1¥SPHll·A/C
STARTING CASE IS CASE 1 IF PHIM (Q = 0.0) .LE. PHIl.
PHIM=MZEROA/CKL2SA
IF (PBIM.GT.PHI1) GO TO 1340
SOLVE CASE 1.
GALL LABELS (1,1)
WRITE (IRTTE,JVAR) Q,PHI~
I F·( N(~V SL) GO TO 1 3 2 0
TEMPA=O.O ~~
CALL XVSFI (XOVERL,ON~,O.O,Oo5) Gj
WR!TE CTRITE,LVAR) SLOPE,OEFLN
T£MPA=(D~I1·CKL2SA-MZEROA)/SrN(KL2SA)
a:KlSA2/ALPHA¥TE~PA
RESET STA~T TO .FALSE., AS CASE 1 IS THE STA~TTNG CASE.
START=.FALSE.
PHlt1::::PHI1
WRITE (IRtTE,JVAR) Q,PHIM
IF (NCVSl) GO TO 1330
CALL XVSFI (XOVERL,ONE,O.O,O.S)
WRITE (IR1TE,LVAR) SLOPE,OEFLN
CASE 1 SOLUTION ENOS (P IS NOT ZERO).
Q=Q-TOL 1
OINCR=-DRH012
INVESTIGATE CASE 2 SOLU'lION IN SUBROUTINE BG.
CALL Be (FKL2,RHOIL,DINCR,TOL2,-1.0,2,O.O,1j
IF TYPE = .TRUE., THE SOLUTION IS COMPLETE~ RETURN CONTROL TO
US~R;tS PROGR.AM.
32t;
32&
327
328'
329-
330
331
332
333
334
335
335
337
338
339
-340
3.41
342
343
344
345
346
3 L}7
348
3 1+9
350
351
352
353
354
355
355
357
358
359
360
361
3'&2
353
364
365
366
367
-368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
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If (TYPE) GO TO 1350'
c
C . IF CASE 2 ALSO IS NOT THE STARTING CASE, CASE4 MAY BE.
C iF THE 8F~M~COLUMN UNLOAD~O IN CASE 2, RETURN CONTROL.
e OTHERWISE, SEEK AN EXTENSION OF THE SOLUTION IN CASE 4.
C.
IF (START) GO TO 1360
IF ·(PHfM.LT.PHI2) GO TO 1600
1;0 ,0 13RO ~,~
1350 IF (START) GO TO 1370
GO TO 1600
1350 WRT1E (IRITE,1740)
OINCR=-ORH014
c'
C CALL SUBROUTINE Be TO PROVIDE THE STARTING SITUATION IN CASE 4.
C
CALL Be (~KL4,RH01L,DINCR,TOL2,-1.0,4,O.O~1)
RH01L=RH01L--TOL2
c
C IF CASE I~ ALSO IS NOT THE STARTING CASE, .RETURN CONTROL AFTEq
C RESETTING INTER TO 1.
e,
IF (.NOT.~TART) GO TO 1390
1370 WRITE (IRITE,1750) RANGE
INTER=1
GO TO 1600
1380 CALL lABELS (1,4)
C
C MORE PROGRAM CONSTANTS FOR CASE 4 (,P IS NOT ZERO).
C
1390 TB=KLS~1.0~F/PHI2
TC=D.37S·F·Kl¥KLS
,OM (1) =TEMoQ
I=2
c
C tlO~IERt LIMIT OF RH01-/L.
C
1=RH01L
c
C DECREMENT AND tUPPERt LIMIT OF RH01/L IN CASE 4.
C
1400 ORH01L=ORH014
UL=O.O
C
C CASE 4 SOLUTION.
C
1410 IF'(.NOT.PZERO) GO TO 1420
C.
C P I'S ZE~O.
C'
RH02L=RH01L
Q=TEMPY/RH02L
c
C RESET UPPER LIMIT IF Q EXCEEDS 1.0.
379
·380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
38<3
3g0
3<)1
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
!to!
402
403
404
'405
406
407
408
409·
Lf! 0
411
412
lt13
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
4"29
430
431
432
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c
IF (.Q.,L.TeOeO) GO TO 1520
PHIM=PHI2/(ZETA+AQ¥AQ·3.0/T8)
!F (L~SS) GO TO 1480
CALL QMAX' CRHOll,DRH01L,2,TOL2,-1.0)
IF CQ.GE.t.O) GO TO iS20
p H"I~1=SQ R. T ,( FALP HAI ( 1. 0-0 ) )
GO TO 1470
433
434
435
436
LJ 37
438
43g
it 40
441
442
443
444
445
it 45
447
448
449
450
Lt'51
452
45~~
l.t Sti
455
456
457
458
459
460
1..61
462
463
464
46S
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
'.. 83
484
485
486
CALL PHIVSX
COMPUTE A~D PRINT END SLOPE AND CENTRAL DEFLECTION AS THESE HAVE
BEEN REQ.U~STEO.
IF lMESAGE) GO -TO 14QO
WRI TE ( I RI TE , J VAR). Q'-, PHI M, RHO 1L , RHO 2L'
IF (NCVSL) GO TO 1490
SUPPRfSS PRINTING UNTIL THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF a IS ESTA8LISHED, IF"
IT'!S K~'OWN TOE X1ST· I NTH I S REG ION.
c
c
c
C
1lt80
C
C
C
C
C
c
C RESET U~PER LIMIT IF PHIM EXCEEDS TPHI2.
C
1470 IF (PHIM.GT.TPHI2) GO TO 1520
C
C BYPASS SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM VALUE OF Q IF LESS = .TRUE ••
c·
c
C P IS NOT lERO.
,C
C TEST RH01/L AGAINST'LOWER LIMIT.
e
1420 IF CRH01l.GT.T) RH01L=T
C
C S OLU T! ON 0 F CUB I'C EQ UAT ION 4)
C
CAll f:Kl4
IF (TEMPK.LT.l.0) GO TO 1520
AA=ZETA'4tT8
8R=TC¥FKL
OISCR=BB·S8+AA··3f27 e O
IF (OrSeR) 14~30, 1440 ,14";0
1430 M=2.0~SORT(-AA~THIRO)
AQ:M~COS(THIRO~ACOS(6.0·Rg/An/M»
GO TO 1460
1440 AQ=~2.0¥~ROOT(98)
GO TO 1450
1450 OISCR=SQRT(OISCRl
AQ:CRnOTcnrSCR-88)-CROOTCOISCR+8B)
1450 O=AQ/ALPHt\
C
C RESET UPPER LIMIT IF Q IS NEGATIVE.
C
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IF (TYPE) GO TO 1350
UL=PHI2
IF (TYPE) UL=TPHI2
PHIM=PHIZ
c
C IF TYP~ = .TRUEo , CASE ~ IS CONCLUDING CASE IN GROUP 2.
C
c
C !F CASE 3 IS NOT THE STARTING CASE, CASE 5 MAY SE.
C IF THF REnM-COLUMN UNLOADED IN CASE 3, RETURN CONTROL.
487
It 88
489
490
491-
492
493
494
495
4<36
497
498
49g
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
51'3
51l+
515
516
517
-518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
525
527
528
529
-530
531
532
533
534
535
53~
537
5'38
539
540
RH01L=RH01L-DRH01L
TEST RH01/l AGAINST UPPER LIMIT.
DECREASE RH01/L FOR A NEW SET OF VALUES.
IF CRH01l.GT.UL) GO TO 1410
HALVE THE OECREMENT IF IT EXCEEDS THE TOLERANCE FOR RH01/L.
ELSE, TfRMINATE -THE SOLUTION.
iF (OPH01L .LT.TOl2) GO TO 1600
ORH01L=O.S·ORH01L
RHOIL=RH01l+DRH01L
GO TO, 1 t; 00
SPHIZ=C/(B-MZERO)
PH I-Z= SP HI 7. J#. SP HI Z
IF (PHI1.GE.PHI2) GO TO 1~60
c
C RESETTING UPPER LIMIT~
C
1520 UL::RH01L
GO TO 1510
c
C !F END CU~VATURE EXCEEDS PHI2, SEEK THE SOLUTION IN GROUP 3. ELSE,
C IN GROUP 2.
C
c
C
1490
C
C
C
1500
C
C
C
C
1510
c
C GROUP 1 SOLUTION ENDS.
C
C GROUP 2 SOLUTION BEGINS.
C
C MORE PROGqAM CONSTANTS.
C
1530 nKL~ALPHA/KL
TEMPK=AQSHC/KL
T£MPL=AKl~AKL1F
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- ~i:
(IRITE,1720)
160n
(IRITE,1730)
MESSAGES. -
GROUP 3 SOLUTION ENDS.
RESET FORMAT ARRA~S BEFORE CONTROL IS RETURNED TO USERtS PROGRAM.
541
542
543
544
545 .
546
547
548
54q
550
5S1
552
551
554
555
SSG
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
, 575
S7G
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
SQ4
c
c
IF (START> GO TO 1540
IF (PHIM.LT.PHI2) GO.TO 1600
GO 'r 0 1;; 0
1540 WRITE (I~ITE,1740)
C
C INVESTIGATE CASt 5 SOLUTION IN SU8ROUJINE Be.
c
1550 RPHIZ=1.0/PHI2
O:::TEMPQ~
"HIM=PHI2
JVAR(4) =6H1"9.6,F
CALL 8C CFKL5,PHIM,DPHI5,TOl3,1.0,S,TPHI2,2)
JVAR(4)=6~ CJ.6,F
GO TO 1350
c
C INVESTIGATE CASE 6 SOLUTION IN SUBROUTINE Be.
e
1570 RPHIZ=1.0/PHIZ
PHIM=PHI7 .
CAll Be (~KL6,PHIM,DPHI6,TOL3,1.'O,6,TPHI2,3)
GO TO 1350
C OTHERWISE, SEEK AN EXTENSION OF THE SOLUTION IN CASE 5.
C
15<30
C
C
C
1600 IVAR(12)=6H'
IVAR(13)=6H
IVAR(14)~~H I
l V AR (1) .= 6 H (1 H+ , 4
RETURN
c
C GROUP 2 SOLUTION ENOS.
C
C GROUP 3 SOLUTION 8EGI~S.
C
C IF END CURVATURE EXCEEDS TPHI2, THE SOLUTION IS BEYOND USERtS
C REGION OF INTEREST. RETURN CONTROL, AFTER RESETTING INTER TO .1.
e
1560 ~HIZ=SQRT(F/(MPC~MZERO»
IF (PHIl.LT.TPHI2) GO TO 1570
WRITE (IR1TE,1760) RANGE
INTER=1
GO TO 1600
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1610 FORMAT C1Hl,30X,52HGENERAL SOLUTION OF AN INELASTIC 8EAM-COLU~N PR 595
10BLEM/lHO,5X.,22H1. MATERIAL PROPERTIES/lHO,12X,28HE = ~10DtJLUS OF E 596
2lASTICITY = ,F10.1,4H KSI,5X,2~HSIGMAY = YIELD STRESS = ,F9.2,4H K 597
3SI/1HO,5X,23H2. SECTION AND GEOMETRY/lHO,12X,28HNTYPE = NATU~E OF 598
4SECTION = ,Ii) 599'
162~ fO~MAT (1H+,45X,11HCRECTANGLE» 600
1630 FOR~AT (1H+,45X,67H(IDEALIZEO WF SHAPE, STRONG AXIS BENDING WlrHOU 601
1T ~ESIDUAl STRESSES» &02
1640 FORMAT (1~+,45X,57H(WF SHAPE, STRONG AXIS BENDI~G WITHOUT RESIDUAL 603
1 STRESSES») 604
1650 FO~MAT C1H+,45X,;5HCWF- SHAPE, WEAK AXIS 8ENDING WITHOUT PESIOUAL S 605
lT~ESSES» 606
1660 FORMAT C1H+',45X,54HCWF SHAPE, STRONG AXIS BENDING WITH RESIDUAL Sf 607
tRESSES)) G08
1610 FORMAT (1H+,45X,52H(WF SHAPE, WEAK AXIS 8ENO.ING WITH RESIDUAL STRE 509
1SSES») 610
1680 FO~MAT (1H+,45X,39HCSQUARE TU8~ WITHOUT R~SIDUAL STRESSES) 611
1690 FORMAT C1HO,12X,23HALPHA = SHnPE FACTO~ = ,F4.2,SX,35HLOVERR = SLE 612
1ND£RNfSS RATIO = L/R = ,F5.1/1HO,12X,29HHOVERR = DEPTH RATIO = H/R 613
2 : ,F5~-2,5X,21HR = SHQPE VARIABLE = ,F4.2/1HO,5X,21H3. LOADING CON 614
3DITI0~S/1HO,12X,36HEOVERR=-ECCENTRICITY RATIO = E/R = ,F7.3,5X,46 615
4HP = ECCENTRIC LOAD (FRACTION OF YIELD LOAD) = ,F5.3/1.HO,12X,21HMZ 616
SERO = END MOMENT = ,F8.6/1HO,5X,41H4. GEN~RAlIlEO STRESS-STR~IN RE 617
6lATIONSHTP/1HO,12X,4HA = ,F8.6,5X,4H8 : ,FB.6,5X,4HC = ,F8.6,5X,4H 618
7F : ,F8.6/1HO,12X,6H~PC = ,F8.6,5X,7HPHI1 = ,F8.6,5X,7HPHI2 = .FI0 G19
8.6/1HO,SX,45H5. PRESCRI8~Q INCREMENTS,ACCURACIES AND RANGE/IHO,12X 620
'3,10HI"ICREMENTS/1HO,14X,l..1HORH012 ::: I~CREM~NTOf R,H01/L IN C,!\SE 2 = 621
$ ,F8.6/1HO,14X,41HDRH014 = INCREMENT/OF RHOI/L IN CASE 4 = ,Fa.G/1 622
$HO,14X,41HDPHI3 = INCREMENT OF PHIM/.! IN CASE 3 = ,F8.6/1HO,14X,4 623
$lHDPHI5 = INCREMENT OF PHIM IN CASE 5 = ,F8.6/1HO,14X,41HOPHI6 624
~ =~NCRFM~NT OF PHIM IN CASE 6 = ,F8.6/1HO,12X,10HACCURACIES/1HO 625
$il~X,2qHTOLl = TOLERANCE ON Q = ,E9.2/140,14X,29HTOL2 = TOLER 626
$ANCE ON· RH01/l = tE9.2/1HO,14X,29HTOl1 ~ TOLERANCE ON PHIM = ,E9 627
$~2/1HO,t2X,5HR.ANGE/1HO,14X,24HRANGE= 'LIMIT OF PHIM = ,F6.2,11H TI 628
$MES PHI2) 629
1700 FORMAT (1HO,5X,3;H6. ~ND SLOPE AND CENTRAL DEFLECTION/lHO,12X~8HIN 630
10EX ~ ,Ii,10H (RESULTS ,2A5,1Hl/1HO,12X,8HINOR = ,Il,31H (CURVATU 631
2RE vs. L~NGTH RESULTS ,2A;,1H)/1HO,12X,33~NSU8 = NUM8ER OF SUBOIV 632
3ISIONS = ,I3/1HO,5X,8H7. KL : ,F8.G) 633
1710 FORMAT (1H11 ~ 634
1720---FORMAT (1HO,10X,37HMZERO EXCEEDS MPC, HENCE ·NO SOLUTIO~J.) N 1)() o {fllG}'. 635
173f)--FORMAT (lHO,10X,33HKL EXCEEDS PI, HENCE NO. SOLUTION.) N~J 636
174·0~FOqMAT (1Y ,10X,24~NO SOLUTION IN THIS CASE/1H ) NJ 637
175,0 fORMl\T (1H ,1.0X,12HPHIM EXCEEOS,~__~,54H TIMESr,P~I2 UNDER. NO LOAD, '038
1 a : ,0.0, HENCE NO SOLUTION.) I 0 N _/ 63q
1760~-FO~MAT (1HO,10X,21H~NO CURVATURE EXCEEDS,F7.2,31H TIMES PHI2, HENC 640
, 1£ NO SOLUTION.) L)/\Je/ i 641
ENO 642
---------------~------~---------------------~~~-~-----~-----~----~~~--~~--~-
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c
IF (LESSl OQ=-OQ
SUBROUTINE Be (FKlX,ARG,OINCR,TOLARG,SIGN,ICASE,UL,IGROUP) 1
2
3
,.
5
6
1
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
2~
22
23
24
25
26
27
26
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
CHOOSE A NEW VALUE FOR ARG ANO TEST HHETMER IT LIES IN THE' PROPER
RANGE.
NCASE2=ICASE.N~.2
NCAS£4=TGASE.NE.4
TEMP=PHI2
IF CTYPE) TEMP=TPHIZ
OM rl) =Q
1=2
T"EMPQ=Q
1000 CALL LABELS (IGROUP,ICASE)
UlS=UL
OA'RG=DINCR
T=ARG
TSI'GN=TJl-SIGN
ARG=ARG-DARG
c
C ?ROGRAM CONSTANTS AND INITIALIZATION OF VARIABLES.
C
c
C IF LESS = .TRUE. , eEAM-COLUMN UNLOADS.
c
c
c
c
C
1020 SMALL=ARG
_~RG::AR.G+O ,'\RG
ARGSGf\!= ARG"'SIGN
IF (ARG~(;N.lT. TSTGN) ARG=T
BIG=ARG
IF (ARGSGN.LT.ULSl GO TO 1040
c
C ITERATION BEGINS H£RE.
C
1010 ITER=.FALSE.
OQ=0.05
IF :(Q.Nf.O.O.AND.Q.LE.O.05) OQ=Q
c
C AUTHOR - ~AMPATH IYENGAR.
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE HANDLES CASES 2,3,4(ST~RT ONLY),5 AND 6.
C
LOGICAL ITER,lESS,MESAGE,NCASE2,NCASE4,NCVSL,START,TYPE
COMMON ,qll DPHI~,DPHI~,DPHI6,DRH012,ORH014,E,EOVERR,HOVFRR,INDEX,
lINOR,IRITE,LOVERR,NSUB,NTYPE,P,R,RANGE,SIGMAY,TOL1,TOL2,TOl3
COMMON IRLAI AKL,ARSHC,8IGQ,C,CKL2SA,DEFLN,OM,OQ,F,FALPHA,FKL,I,IV
lAR(15),JVAR(5),Kl,KLS,KLSA,KL2,KL2SA,KRH01,LESS,LVA~(16),MES~G£,MZ
2EROA,NCVSL,NIR,PHI,PHIM,PYIZ,PHI1,PHI2,PZERO,Q,QM(3) ,R~01L,RH02L,R
3PHIM,RPHTZ,SA,SETA,SHC,SINA,SlOPE,SM , SMALLQ,SPHI7,SPHIl,SPHI2,SSET
4A,START,SUR,S2C,TA,TE,TEMPA,lEMPB,TEMPKtTEMPL,TEMPM,TEMPO,TEMPX,TF
5.TG,TH,THtRD,TPHI2,TY?E,T1,T3,T4,T8,XOVERL,ZETA
EXTERNAL TWOA,TWOB,THREE,FIV~A,FIVE8
EXTERNAL FKL2A
f
r
1
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C HALVE TH~ INCREMENT IF IT EXC~EDS TH~ TOLERANCE. ELSE, TERMINATE 55
C THE SOLUTION (SEE COMMENTS B~FORE STATEMENT 12701. 56
C 57
1030 IF (AqS(OARG).LT.TOlA~G) GO TO 1270 58
ARG=SMALL 59·
OARG=DARG.O.5 60
IF (STA~T) GO TO 1020 61
Q:TEMPQ 62
GO TO 1010 63
C 64
C IF leASE = 2, CALL FKl2A FOR EACH NEW VALUE OF ARG. ELSE, CALL 65
C FKLX. VALUE RETURNED IS FKL. 66
. C 67
1040 I~ (NCAS~2) GO TO 1050 68
OAlL FKL2~ 69
IF (.NOT.~TART) GO TO 1070 70
IF (PHIM.GT.TFMP) GO TO 1050 71
GO ,0 1070 72
C. 73
C RE~ET UPP~R LIMIT IF Q IS NEG~T!VE OR PHI~ EXCEEDS ALLOWABLE VALUE 74
C IN CASES 2 AND 4 WHEN STARTING CONDITIONS ARE BEING FOUND. 75
C 76
1050 UlS=ARGSGN 77
GO 10 1030 78
1060 CALL FKL X 79
IF (NCAS~4) GO TO 1070 60
IF' (TEMPK.LT.~.O)GO TO 1050 81
IF (PHIM.GT.TPHI2) GO TO 1050 82
1070 IF (ITER) GO TO 1090 81
C 84
C STORE THE VALUE OF FKl- IN FKl1 AND ITS ABSOLUTE VALUE IN AFKL1. 85
C 86
F~L1=FKL 87
ITER=.TRUE. 88
IF (START) GO TO 1020 89
AFKL1=A8S(FKLl gO
C 91
C INCREMENT Q. 92
C 93
1080 SMALLO:Q 94
Q:Q+DQ 95
BIGQ=Q 9&
GO TO 1060 97
C 98
C TEST THE PROOUCT OF ~~Ll ANO THE NEW VALUE OF FKL. 99
C 100
1090 IF (FKL·FKL1) 122U,1100,1200 101
·C 102
C PRODUCT = 0, PRINT THE RESULTS. 103
C 104
1100 IF (.NOT.~TART) GO TO 1230 105
1110 OARG=OINC~ 106
START=.FALSF. 107
C 108
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C SELECT THE FORMAT FOR EACH CASE, COMPUTE ~ND PRINT VALUES OF END
C SLOPE AND CENTRAL DEFLECTION, IF THESE HAVE EEEN REQU~STED.
C
1120 GO TO (1110,1130,1140,1150,1160,1170), teAsE
1130 WRITf (lRITE,JVAR) Q,PHIM,RH01L
IF (NCVSL) GO TO 1190
CALL XVSFT (XOVERL,TWOA,O.O,RH01Ll
CALL XVSF"E (PHI,TWOB,PHll,PHlt-f)
GO TO 11~O
1140 RRITE (IRITE,JVAR) Q,PH~M
IF Cf\1CVSLl GO TO 1190
CALL XVS~I (PHI,THREE,PHIl,PHIM)
GO TO liRO
11;0 HRITE (IRITE,JVARl Q,PHIM,RHOIL,RH02L
C
C ICAS~ : 4, STARTrNG CONDITIONS ARE FOUND. RETU~N TO SU8ROUTINE
C SMeOl.
c
IF (.NOT.NCVSL) CALL XVSPHI
RETURN
1160 WRITE (IRITE,JVAR) Q,PHIM,RH02L
IF .CNCVSL) GO TO l1QO
CALL XVSFl (PHI,FIVEA,PHIZ,PHI2)
CALL XVSF~ (PHI,FIVEB,PHT2,PHIM)
GO TO 1180
1170 WRITE (IRITE,JVAR) Q,PHIH
IF (NCVSL) GO TO 1190
CALL XVSFt' (PHI,FIVEB,PHIZ,PHIMl
1180 WRI-TE (!R ITE, LVAR) SL OP E, DEFl N
11 c:1 0 TEM?Q=Q
C
C BEGIN A ,NEW CYCLE.
C
GO TO -1010.
c
C SEEK ONLY INCREASING VALUES OF Q NEAR THE REGION OF MAXIMUM Q.
C
IF (MESAGE) GO TO 1210
c.
C 8EAM-COLUMN HAS BEGUN TO UNLOAD.
C
00=-00
Q==SMALlQ
GO TO 1080
1210 CALL MAXQ (ARG,DARG,3,TOLARG,1.0)
109
,110
111
112
113
114
115
.116
,117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
'135
135
137
138
13,9
140
141
142
143
~ 44
145
.146
147
148
14~
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
1·59
160
161
1,62
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IF (START) RETURN
GO TO 1010
IF CMESAGE) GO TO 1010
GO TO 1120
163
.164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
175
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
l8tt
18'5
186
187
188
"189
190
191
19'2
193
194
1 g5
195
197
t98
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
2'07
208
209
210
211
212
" 213
, 214
215
216
RESET UPPER LIMlT IF Q IS NEGATIVE.
IF (Q.LT.O.O) GO TO 1050
ACCEPTABL~ VALUE OF Q IS .FOUND. IF LESS = .FALSE. ,TEST HOW TH'IS
VALUE OF q FITS IN THE SCHEME FOR ~STABLISHING MAXIMUM VALUE OF Q,
CALL QMAX. ,
IF (LESS) GO TO 1120
CALL QMAX (ARG,OARG,~,TOLARG,1.0)
TERMINATE THE SOLUTION IF IC~SE IS NOT 2 OR A POSITIVE VALUE OF Q
WAS PRINTED. !F ~ FICTITIOUS VALUE WAS FOUND FOR THE ST~RTING
CON,OITlON IN CASE· 2, SEEK THE OTHER PR.OPER VALUE., ASSUMING IT
,=XISTS.
IF leASE: 2 , PRESERVE VALUE OF ARG FOUND AS STARTING VALUE. IF
THIS VALUE IS LATER SEEN TO BE FICTITIOUS, us~ IT AS THE LOWER
LIMIT.
c
c
c
c
C
1250 IF (NCAS~2' GO TO 1260
CALL HALVE (ARG,SMAll,BIG,TOLARG,FKl2A,FKL1)
TA~G=ARG
GO 1"0 1110
, 1260 C ~LLH AL V'E (A P. G, S MALL ., AI G, T'O LARG, F KL X, FKl1 ) .
GO TO 1110
c
c
c
c
c
C
1270 IF (NCAS~2) RFTURN
IF (TEMPO.NE.O.D) RETURN
c
c
C
1240
C
C
C
C
C
c
C SUPPRESS PRI~ITING UNTIL THt: MAXIMUM :VALUE OF Q IS ESTABLISHEO, IF
C IT IS KNOWN TO EXIST IN THIS qEGION~
C
c
C tF PHIM EXCEEDS ALLOWABLE VALUE IN CASE 2~ PROCEED TO MODIFY THE
C VALUE OF ARG.
C
1230 IF CNCASE2) GO TO 1240
IF 'C PHI M• GT • TEMP ) GOT 0 1 03 0
c.
C PRO'DUCT N~G AT I Vt::, RANGE EST A8L ISH ED. SEEK MORE PREel SE VA.L UES,
C CALL SUBROUTINE HALVE.
C
1220 IF (STA~T) GO TO 1250
CALL HALV~ (Q,SMALLQ,8IGQ,!OL1,FKLX,FKL1)
c'
C THE OTHFR VALUE DOES NOT EXIST, IF START, = .TRUE., AFTER THE
C SECOND TRIAL. RETURN CONTROL.
,c
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START=.TRU~. 217
ARG=TARG-TOLARG .21B
0=0.0 . 219
WRITE (IRITE,1300) 220
GO TO 1000 221
C 222
'C BEAM-COLUMN,IS UNLOAOING AND THE RANGE FOR Q IS NOT ESTABLISHED 223
C YET. IF, ALREADY, PHIM EXCEEOS THE nLLOWAnLE VALUE IN CASE 2, OR 224
C THE TRIAL VALUE OF Q IS NEGATIVE, THE ACTUAL VALUE OF ~ IS OF NO 225
C INTEREST. PROCEED TO MODIFY THE VALUE OF ARG IN EITHER CASE'. 226
C IF Q IS NEGATIVE, ~LSO RESET UPPER LIMIT. 227
C CONTINUE ITERATION OTHERWISE. 22S
C 229
12RO IF (NCASE2) GO' TO 1290 230
IF (PHIM.GT.TEMP) GO TO 1030 231
1 2 g 0 IF ( Q• LT. 0 • 0 ) G0 ,T 0 1 05 0 2 32
GO TO 1080 233
C 234
C 235
1300 FORMAT C1HO,5X,32HTHE SOLUTION ABOVE IS FICTITIOUS,//l 236
END 237
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SUBROUTINE FKl2A 1
C 2
C AUTHOR - SAMPATH IYENGAR. 3
C 4
C ~HIS SU~ROUTINE PERFORMS NUMERICAL .COMPUTATIONS IN THE SEVERAL 5
C C,~SES.. '0
C 7
REAL KL,XlS,KLSA,KL2,KL2SA,KRH01,KRH02,MZEROA 8
LOG'leAl ST ART 9
.'COMMON ISLAI nKL,J\RSHC,BI9Q,C,CKl2SA,OEFlN,OM,OQ,F,FALPHA,FKl,1,IV 10
lAR(15),JVAR(S) ,KL,KL$,KLSA,KL2,KL2SA,KRH01,LESS,LVAR(1&),MES~G~,MZ11
2EROA,NCVSL,NIR,PHI,PHIM,PHIZ,PHll,PHI2,PZERO,O,QM(3),RH01l,R~02L,R.12
3PHtMtRPH~7,SA,SETA,SHc,srNA,SLOPE,SM,S~ALLQtSPHIl,SPHI1,SPHI~,SSET13
it A, S1 ART, SUB, S2 C, TA, TE, TEM°n., TEMPS, TEMPK, 'TEMPt ,TEMPM J'TEMf.'Q, TE!'iPX , TF 14
5,TG",TH,THIRD,TPHI2,TYPE,T1,T3,T4,T8,XOVERL,ZETA 15
ATANH(XX)=o.;·nLOG«1.0+XXl/(1.0-XX» 16
ASF1(XX,VVl=SQRT{XX-YY)·(XX+YY+YY) 11
ASF3(XX,YY)=ATANH(SQQT(1.0-XX/YY») 18
ASF4(XX) =SQRT.tO-XX) IXX 19
C 20
C CASF 2 - FKL2A IS, CALL-EO WHENEV~R A NEW VALUE OF RH01/L IS 21
C ASSUMED I~ ITERATION5. 22
C 23
CALL CALC' 24
T2=0.0 25
15=0.0 . 26
AS2CS= ARSHC /SSET A ,27
PHIM=SETA·SETA 28
TPHIM=PHtM 2q
FKL:KL2-KqH01~Tl·(T4+T3) 30
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TFKL=FKL
IF (START) RETURN
c
C CASE 2 ~ FKL2 IS CALL-ED WHEN Q IS SOUGHT DURING ITERATIONS.
C
ENTRY FKL2
1 0 0,0 XI::Q'I- AS 2 C~
XIS=XI.v.XI
T2=XI/KL
IF (ABSCT2l.GE.l.0) GO TO 1010
T2=ATANH (T2l
T~=KL·XI/(KLS-XIS)
PHIM=TPHIM·(1.0-XIS/KLS)··2
FKL=TFKL+Tl¥(T5+T2)
RETURN
1010 Q=(SMALLQ+BIGQJ·O.S
8IGQ::Q
OQ=0.5"'OQ
GO TO' 1000
c
C CASE 4 - ~ IS ASSUM~O TO BE ZERO.
C
ENTRY FKL4
CALL CAL C,;
lEMP'K:::Sf)T AISPHI 2
IF (TEMPK.LT.1.n> RETURN
T2:SQRT(TE~PK·TEMPK-TEMPK)
T5=ASF3(SPH!2~SETA}
~RH02=KRH01+Tl~(T4-T2+T3-T5)
RH02L:K~H02/KL
1\ ZETA=1.0-(SETA-SPHI2)/TA
PHIM=I)HI2/ZETA
FKL=KL-2.0·CKRH02+TE·ASF1(1.0,ZETA»
RETURN
c
C CASE 3.
C
ENTRY Fl(L~
SPHIM=SQRT(PHIMl
SR=QJl.TEMPK
SPHIMR=SPHIM+S~·SR
T2=SQRT(SPHIMR)
ll=S2C/T2/SPHIMR
T9=SPHIMR-SPHIZ
T3=SQRT(T9l/SPHIl
T5=ATANH(SQRT(T9/SP~IMR»
T4=SRISPHIM
. "TG=ATANH(SR/T2J
FKL=Tl·(T2¥(T3-T4)+T5-TG)-KL
TEMPA:O.t;"'T1/KL
TEMPB=(SR~T2/SPHIM+TG)·TEMPA+O.5
RETURN
c
C CASE 5.
.31
32
33
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
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50
51
52
53
54
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57
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6,1
62
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67
68
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70
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c
c
c
·c
C'
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
ENTRY FKL5
CALL FKL6
SR=Q·TfMPK
CRF=C"-'SRJ1.SR/F
~RH02=Kl2-TF·nSF1(RPH!Z,RPHIM-O.5·CRF)
KRH02=KRH02+S2C·SR·(RPHIM-CRF~THIRD)
RH02L=KRH02/Kl
O=SPHI2+(1.0-PHI2·TEMPM)·TA
T3:::SHC/D
T4=ASF4(~PHIZ)
TS-=ASF4(SPHI2l
T6=ASF3(SOHIZ,O)
T7:ASF3CSPHI2,O)
SD=SQRT(O) .
FKL=FKL+T1¥(T4-T5+(T6-T7) ISO)
RETURN
XI L V-S • P'H IREL ATIONS•
OASES 1 A~D 4, P = 0.0, ELASTIC ZONE~
ENTRY ONEA
PH I··=~rEMPA. XOVERL
RETURN
CASE 1, P .NE. 0.0, ELASTIC ZONE.'
eNTRY ONE .
PHI=MZEROA¥COS(KL2SA~(1.0-2.0~XOVERL»
PHl=(PHI+TEMPA¥SIN(KLSA4XOVERL»/CKL2SA
RETURN
CASES 2 A~O 4, P .NE. 0.0, ELASTIC ZO~E.
ENTRY TWOA
PHI=MZEROA·SIN(KLSA·(QH01L'-XOVERL»
PHl=(PHI+PHI1·SINCKLSA·XOVERL)l/SINA
RETURN
CASE 2, P~IMARY PLASTIC ZONE.
ENTRY TWOI3
CALL CASE24
XOVERL=O.?-Tl/KL·(XOV~RL~T5-T2)
RETURN
CASE 4, pqtMARY PLASTIC ZONE.
ENTRY FOU~B
CALL CASE24
XOVERL=RH01L+Tl/KL·CT4-XOVERL+T3)
RETURN
85
86
87-
88
8g·
gO
91
q2
93
9 lf:-
95
95
97
9-8
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112 -
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
125
127
·123
129
130
131
132
13'3
134
135
135
137
138 '
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
CASE 4, S~CONDARY PLASTIC ZONE.
ENTRY FOU~C
RPHI=1.0/ P HI
XOVERL=TEMP8-ASF1(RPHI,TEMPA)¥TG
RETURN
CASE 4,' P = 0.0,. SECONDARY· PLASTIC ZONE.
ENTRY FOURD
~OVtRl=(1.0-FALPHA/PHI/PHI)~O.?/Q
RETURN
CASE 3, PRIMARY PLASTIC ZONE.
ENTRY THR~E
SPHI=Sa,RT (PHI)
T4:SQRT«(SPHIMR-SPHI)·SPHIMR/PHI)
T5:ASF3(S?HI,SPHIMRl
XOVERl=TEMP8-TEMPA~(T4+TS)
R€TURN
CASE S, PRIMARX PLASTIC ZONE.
ENTRY FIVf:A
SPHI=SQ,RT (PHI'
TS='ASF4 (SP HI)
T7=ASF3(SPHI,O)
XOVtRt=T3/KL~(T4-T5+(T6-T7)/SO)
RETURN
CASES 5 AND 6, SECONDARY PLASTIC ZONE.
ENTRY FIV~8
'RPH I=l. O/PHI
~OVERl=TH-TG¥ASF1(RPHr,TEMPM)
RETURN
END
139
.140
141
142
143
1'+4
14-:;
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
155
1~7
158
15q
.160
161>
162
163
164
'165
166
167
16·8
169
170
171
172
111
174
i 75
176
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SUBROUTINE CALC 1
C 2
C AUTHOR ~ SAMPATH IYENGAR. 3
C 4
C THIS SUqROUTINE IS SUBSIDIARY TO SUBROUTIN£ FKL2A. IT IS CAll-ED 5
C Ol~ECTLY (ENTRY FKlG) BY SUBROUTINE BC, ONLY WHEN CASE 6 IS BEING 6
C SOLVED. 7
C 6
REA-L KL , KL2 , KRHO ~ . q
COMMON tRLAI AKL9AR~HC,8IGQ,C,CKL2SA,DEFLN,OM,OQ,~,FALPHA,FKl,!,IV10
lAR(15),JVAR(S) ,KL,KLS,KLSA,KL2,KL2SA,KRHOt,LES~,lVAR(16),MESAG~,MZ11
2EROA,NCVSL,NIR,PHI,PHIM,PHIZ,PHI1,PHI2,PZERO,Q,QM(3),~H01L,RH02L,R 12
3PHIM,RPHIl,SA,SETA,SHC,SINA,SLOPE,SM,SMALLQ,SPHIZ,SPHIl,SPHI2~SSET 13
APPENDIX'2
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4A,START,SUB,S?C,TA,TE,TEMPA,TEMP8,TEMPK,T~MPL,TEMPM~TEMPQ,TE~PX,TF 14
5,TG,TH,THIRD,TPHI2,TYPE,T1,T3,T4,T8,XOVERL,ZETA 15
AT~NH(XX)=O.S·ALOG«1.0+XX)/(1.0-XX», 16
ASF2(XX):SQRTtXX·XX-XX) 17
ASF3(XX,YY}=ATANH'(SQRT(1.0-XX/YY» 18
C 19
C CALCULATIONS FOR ETA AND OTHER VARIABLES COMMON TO CASES 2 AND 4. 20
C 21
KRH01=KL~RH01l 22
ANGLE=KRH01/SA 23
SINA=SIN(ANGLE) 24
ETA=1.0+TEMPX~({COS(ANGLE)-T8)/SINA)·¥2 2;
SETA=SPHIt¥ETA 25
SSETA=SQRT(SETA) 27
Tl=SHC/SETA/SSETA 28
T4=ASF2(ETA) 29
T3=ASF3(1.0,ETA) 30
~ETURN 31
C 32
C CALCULATIONS COMMON TO CASES 2 AND 4 WHEN HANDLING X/L VS. PHI 33
C R,EL ATIONS. 3lt
C 35
ENTRY CAS~24 36
SPHI=SQRT(PHIl 37
XOVERl=SET A/SP~iI 38
XOVERL=ASF2(XOVERLl+ASF3CSPHI,SETAl 39
RETURN 40
C 41
C CASE 6 CALCULATIONS, ALSO USED BY CASE S. 42
C 43
ENTRY FKL 6 44
RPHIM:1.0/PHIM 45
TEMP=TEMPL¥Q~Q 46
T2=2.0·AKL·Q·(RPHIM-2.0¥TEMP·THIRO) 47
TEMPM=RPHIM-TEMP 48
FKL=-T2+TF~SQRT(RPHIZ-TEMPM)·(RPHIZ+TEMPM+TEMPM)-KL2 49
lH=T2/KL+O.S 50
RETURN 51
END 52
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SUBROUTINE HALVE (ARG,SMALL,BIG,TOLARG,FKLX,FKL1> 1
C 2
C AUTHOR ~ ~AMPATH IY~NGAR. 3
C 4
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS PRECISE' VALUES OF ARG WITHIN THE TOLER~NC~ 5
C TOl~RG, GIVEN THE"RANGE OF ARG AS SMALL TO BIG. 6
C 7
COMMON tRLAI AKL,~RSHC,8IGn,C,CKL2SA,OEFLN,DM,OQ,F,F~LPHAyFKL,I,IV 8
lARflS),JVAR(S),KL,KLS,KLSA,KL2,KL2SA,KRH01,lESS,LVAR(16),MES~GE,MZ 9
2eROA,NCVSL,NIQ,PHI,PHIM-,PHIZ,PHI1,PHI2,PZERO,Q,QM(3),RH01l,RH02l,R 10
3PHIM,RPHIZ,SA,SETA,SHC,SINA,SLOPE,SM,SMALLQ,SPHIZ,SPHIl,SPH'I2,SSET 11
4A,START,SUA,S2C,TA,TE,TEMPA,TEMPB,TEMPK,TEMPL,TEMPM,1EMPn,TEMPX,TF 12
APPENOIX'2
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5~TG,TH,THIRD,TPH!2,TYPE,Tl,T3,T4,T8,XOVERL,ZETA
C
C MO"DIFV ARG IF RANGE EXCEEDS TOl ARG. EL SE, RETURN.
C
1000 IF (ABSC9IG-SMALl).LT.TOlARG) RETURN
ARG=O.5·CSMALL+8IG)
CALL FKl X
IF (F"KL 'fFKLll 10'10,1030, 1020
c
C REDEFINE 9IG IF PRODUCT IS N~GATIVE.
C
1010 8!G=ARG
GO TO 1000
c
C . REDEFINE SMALL IF PRODUCT IS POSITIVE.
C
1020 SM.~LL=ARG
GO TO 1000
c
C EXIT IF ACTUAL SOLUTION IS FO~TU!TOUSLV FOUND.
e
1030 RETURN
END
·13
1ft.
15
16
17
18
19
20
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SUBROUTINE XVSFI (XFI,XVSFIX,XFIMIN,XFIMAX) 1
C 2
C ~UTHOR - SAMPATH IYENGAR. 3
C 4
C THIS SURROUTINE COMPUTES END SLOPE AND CENTRAL DEFLECTION OF THE 5
C BEAM-COLUMN. 6
C 7
lOG"IC,AL NIR 8
COMMON tBLI DPHI3,DPHI5,OPHI6,DRH012,ORH014,E,EOVERR,HOVERR,INDEX, 9
lINOR,IRTTE,LOVERR,NSU8,NTYPE,P,R,.RANGE,SIGMAY,TOL1,TOL2~TOl3 10
COMMON IBL,n/ AKL,ARSHC,8IGQ,C,CKL2SA,D~FLN,DM,DQ,F,FAlPHA,FKL,I,IV 11
1AR(15),JVA~(5) ,KL,KLs,KLsn,KL2,Kl2S~,K~H01,LESS,LVAR(16),MES~G~,~Z 12
2EROA,NCVSL,NIR,PHI,PHIM,PHIZ,PHI1,PHI2,PZERO,Q,QM(3) ,RH01L,RY02L,~ 13
3PHIM,RPHIZy SA,5ETA,SHC,SINA,SLOPE,SM,SMALLQ,SPHIZ,SPH11,SPHI~,SSET 14
4A,START,SUB,S2C,TA,TE,TEMPA,TEMPB,TEMPK,TEMPl,TEMPM,TEMPQ,TEMPX,TF 15
5,TG,TH,THIRD,TPHI2,TYPE,T1,T1,T4,T8,XOVERL,ZETA. 16
C 17
C INITIalIZE SLOPE ANO·OEFLN TO ZERO. 18
C 19
SLOPE=O.O 20
Dl:FLN=O.O 21
C 22
C BYPASS INITIALIZATIO~ IF MORE THAN ONE EQUATION REQUIRES TO 9E 23
C USED IN-T~E INTEGRATION PROCEDURE. 24
C 2~
t:NT.RY XVSFE 26
C 27
C eSTA8LI~H INCREMENT. 28
.~PPENDIX 2
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c
C
1010 FORMAT (lH ,76X,2E20.S)
\!ND
c,
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
1000
OXFI=(XFIMAX-XFIMIN)/SUB
IF (OXFI.LE.O.O) RETURN
BEGIN INT~GRATION.
)(FI~XFI~IN ~~/
,CALl. XVSFIX
PRINTINT~PMEDIATE ~ESULTS X/l VS. PHI IF THESE HAVE BEEN
~EaUESTf:D.
IF (.NOT.NIR) WRITE (IRITE,1010) XOVERL,PHI
Xl=XOVF:RL
CURf=PHI
XF!=XFI+OXFI
IF (·XFI.GT.XFIMAX) ~ETURN
CALL XVSFiX
IF' (.NOT.NIR) WRITE (IR.ITE,1010) XOVERL,PHI
TEMP=O.S·'(CUR1+PHI1¥(XOVERL-X1)·SM
SlOPE=SL QOE+TEtvlP
OEFLN=DEFLN+TEMp·O.S·(XOVERl+Xl'·DM
GO TO 1000
29
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c
c
c
c
c
AUTHOR - SAMPATH IYENGAR.
THIS SURPqOGRAM INITIALIZES CERTAIN FORMAT ARRAYS AND A VARIABLE.
COMMON ISLAI AKL,ARSHC,8IGQ,C,CKL2SA,OEFLN,DM,OQ,F,FALoHA,FKL,I,IV
1 AR( 1 5) , J" AR( 5) ,KL , l< L S, KL S,a., KL 2 , KL 2SA, KRt, 01 , L ESS, L V,1\ R ( 16) , MES ,f\ GE , MZ
2EROA,NCVSl,NIR,PHI,PHtM,PHIZ,PHI1,PHI2,PZERO,Q,QM(3),qH01L,RY02L,~
lPHIM,RPHIZ,SA,SETA,SYC,SINA,SLOPE,SM,SMALlQ,SPHIZ,SPH11,SPHI2,SSET
4A,START,SU8,S2C,TA,TE,TEMPA,TEMPB,TEMPK,TEMPL,TEMPM,TEMPQ,TEMPX,TF
5,TG,TH~THIRn,TPHI2,TYPE,Tl,T2,T4,T8,XQVERL,ZETA. c ?
DATA IVAR/6H(lHO~6,~HX,lH9,,5H8X," ,6H4HPHJM,~H,5X'/3 ,6H4HRH,Dl,GH1,2H/~~,~H4X, ,GH4HRH02,6H,2H/L,,6H48X, ,6H ,6H ,6H
2 I , E>H) \ I C I3 I 'i /)
DATA JVAR/E>~(lH ,-F~6~10.6,F,6~11.5,F16H9.6,FfjoHl0.5) -/b ';
DATA L Vtl~/61H IH+" 4, GR5X, 0 ,6R3HEND" 6Vf3 H -SL" 6H3HOP~"5H3H =,,, ' 6H
1 ~ t 11. 4 , gH, 5 X, , 6H3HCEN, ,/6H3HTRA, ,~H"3HL 0" ~H3HE FL, ,16H3HE CT, , 5'H 3HI
20N"gH3H = "gHE11'.4)!
DATA THIRO/O.31333333333313333333/
~ND
1
2
"3
'+
5 I
G
7
8
9
10
11
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SU8ROUTI~E LABELS (IGROUP,ICASE)
c
C AUTHOR - SAMPATH IYENGAR.
C
C THIS SURROUTINE LA8ELS OUTPUT.
e
COMMON tBll OPHI3,DPHI5,D?HI6,DRH012,ORH014,E,EOV~RR,HOVERR,INDEX,
lINDR,IRIT~,lOV~RR,NSU8,NTYPE,P,R,RANGE,SIGMAy,TOL1,TOL2,TOL3
COMMON l~lAI AKl,ARSHC,BIGQ,C,CKL2SA,DEFlN,DM,OQ,F,FALPHA,FKL,I,IV
1AR(15),JV~R(5)9KL,KLS,KLSA,Kl2,KL2SA,K~H01,lES~,lVAR(16),MESAGE,MZ
2EROA,NCVSl,NIR,PHI,PHIMtPHIZ,PHI1,PHI2,Pl~RO,Q,QM(3),RH01L,RH02L,R
3PHIM,RPHIl,SA,S~TA,SHC,SINA,SLOPE,SM,SMALLQ,SPHIZ,SPH11,SPHI2,SSET
4A~STAPT,SUR,S2C,TA,T~,TEMPA,TEMPB,TEMPK,TEMPL,TEMPM,TEMoQ,TEMPX,TF
SiTG,TH,THTRD,TPHI2,TYPE,T1,T3,T4,T8,XOVERL,ZETA
WRITE (IRITE,1000l I~ROUP,ICASE
WRITE (I~ITt,IVAR)
RETURN
c
C
1"000 FORMAT ,(1HO,10X,5HGROUP,I2,GH, CASE,I2)
END
1
2
:3
It
5-
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
11
14
15
16
17
1~
19
20
2.1
-------------------------------------------------~--~.--------~---------~---
SU8ROUTINE XVSP~~I
c
C AUTHOR - SAMP~TH IYENGAR.
C
C THIS SUR~OUTINE COMPUTES AND PRINTS THE VALUES OF END SLOP~ AND
C CENTRAL DEFLECTION o~ THE BEAM-COLUMN WHEN CASE' 4 GOVERNS.
C
REALKL
LOGICAL PZERO
COMMON 1811 OPHI3,OPHI5,OOHIG,DRH012,DRH014,E,~OVERR,~OVERR,INDEX,
1 I NDR, IR ITE, LOV~RR, NS Ut3, NTV PE, P, R, RA NGE, SIGH AY; Tal.1, TO"L·'2 ,T OL'3
COMMON /9LA/ AKL,ARSHC,BIGQ,C,CKL2SAtOEFLN,DM,DQ,~,~ALPHA,FKL,I,IV
lAR(15),JV~P(5),KL,KLS,KLSA,~L2,KL2SA,KRH01,LESS,LVAR(16),MES~GE,Ml
2~ROA,NCVSL,NIR,PHI,PHIM,PHIZ,PHI1,PHI2,PZ~RO~Q,QM(3),RH01L,RH02l,~
3PHIM,~PHI~,SA,StTA,SHC,SINA,SLOPE,SM,SMALLQ,SPHIZ,SPHI1,SPHI2,SSST
4 A, 5T ART, StJ 8, S2 C, TA, r"E, T EMPA, TEM PB, TEMPK, TEMPL, TEMPM, TE"1PQ, TEt-1?X ,-TF
5tTG,TH,TH!RO,TPHI2,TYPE,T1,T3tT4,T8,XOVERL,ZET~
~XTERNAl TWOA~FOURe,FOURc,ON~A,FOURD
c
C P IS NOT ZERO. ELASTIC, PRIM~RY AND SECONDARY PLASTIC ZONES EXIST.
C
1000 CALL XVSFI (XOVERL,TWOA,O.O,RH01L)
CALL XVSFE (PHI,FOUR8,PHI1,PHI2)
TEMPA=Zr:TA/PHI2
RPHIM=1.0/PHIM
TEMPB=SQRT(RPHIM-TEMPA)·(RPHIM+2.0·TEMPA)·TG~O.5
.CALL XVS~E (PHI,~OURC,PHI2,PHrM)
1010 WRITE (IRITE,LVAR) SLOPE,OEFLN
RETURN
ENTRY PHIVSX
1
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c
c
c
IF (.NOT.PZERO) GO TO 1000
P = 0.0. PRIMARY PLASTIC ZONE DOES NOT EXIST.
TtMPA=PHI.1lRH01L
OALl XVSFI (XOVERL,ONEA,O.O,RH01l)
CALL XVSFE (PHI,FOURD,PHll,PHIM)
GO TO 1010
END
31
32
33
34
35
35
37
38
39
...-..----~--- ...-- ....-....-...-..-,.,_..._----- ...._----------------- ..---------------------~_ ..-
SUBROUTINE QMAX CARG,OARG,ICM2,TOlARG,SIGN)
c
C IF SUCCESSIVE VALUES OF Q ARE INCREASING, REDESIGNATE QM(1) AND
C QM(2) WHEN 1:3, AND FINO OM(3).
C
IF ,(Q.LToQM(!-l)) GO TO 1010
ARGM=QRG-OARG·SIGN
DA~GM=DA~G
IF (I.f:Q.• 3l GO TO 1000
1=3
RETURN
1000 OM(1)=QM(2)
aM (2) =Q.M (3)
RETURN
c
C PRINT MESSAGES TO INDICATE THE EXISTENCE OF THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF Q
C
1010 IF ('MES.l\Gt:) GO ",JO 10.20
MESAGE=eT~UE.
I F (I. EO. 2 l GOT a "1 0 "3 0
WRITE (I~ITE,1060)
OARG=OARGM
TDARG=OA~GM
c
C, ENO' THE SEARCH PROCESS WHEN OARG AFTER SUCCESSIVE MODIFICATIONS IS
C LESS THAN TOLARG.
1
2
3
it
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\ C 43
ENTRY MAXQ 44
1020 IF (ABSCOARG).LT.TOLARG) GO TO 1040 45
C 46
C RETURN TO CONDITIONS AT QM(l), FIND A NEW VALUE FOR QM(2) AFTER 47'
C HALVING OARG. 48
C 49
ARG=ARGM 50
DARG=OARG.'O.50 S1
Q=QM(l) 52
I=2 53
RETURN 54
C S5
C IF 1=2, AND BEAM-COLUMN UNLOADS, CONCLUDE THAT THE M~XIMUM VALUE 56
C OF Q WAS ~ISSED IN A PREVIOUS CASE, 2 OR 3 CPRRESPONDING TO CASE 4 57
C OR ; BEING SOlVEn. 58
C 59
1030 WRITE (I~ITE,1070) ICM2,ICM2 60
GO· TO 1050 61
·c 62
C ' PREPARE TO BYPASS CALL-S TO THIS SUBROUTINE BY SETTING LESS=.TRUE. 63
C AS THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF Q HAS BEEN INVESTIGATED. 64
C 65
1040 ARG~ARG-OARG·SIGN 66
OARG=TDARG 67
1050 lESS=.TRUE. &8
ARG~ARG-D~RG·stGN 69
Q=QM(2l+TOLl 70
RETURN 71
C 72
C 73
1060 fORMAT (tHO, 2X,103HTHE NEXT SET OF VALUES CORRESPONDS TO A VALUE 74
10F Q Wl~I CH I S VERY Cl as E TO THE ACTU AL Ml\ XIMUM \I ALUE OF Q/1H ) 75
1070 FORMAT (lRO,10X,46HTHE MAXIMUM VALU~ OF Q HAS 8EEN HISSED IN CASE, 76
l12,"11J~, SINCE TOL,I1,24H SPECIFIED WAS TOO CRUOE/lH ) 77
"END 78
~----~~-----~~----~-------~----------~~--~~----~~----~--~------~~------~----"
AB
D
E
G
I
M
M
Y
·NTYPE
p
p
y
Q
TYPE
a
28 . NOMENC LATURE
(see also User's Guide)
integration constant
integration constant
integ~ation constant, also used in Eq. (65)
Young's.modu1us in kips per sq. inch
integration constant
moment of inertia of the cross section about
.the axis of bending
moment on the cross section
. moment at initial yield (no thrust)
integer to specify the nature of cross
section (I through 7)
thrust on the cross section
axial thrust at yield (no moment)
lateral concentrated load at midspan
the value of Q causing initial yield (no thrust)
shape variable, also used in Eqs. (49), (55),
and (67)
logical variable used in program to check whether
the starting conditions are found or to be found
-logical variable to differentiate the case
·1
NTYPE = 2 and p ~ 1 + R (TYPE = .TRUE-) from all
. constant, generalized stress-strain relationship
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bc
e
f
h
k
m
mpc
m
o
m
1
m
2
p
q
r
x
x p
x
s
constant, generalized stress-strain relationship
constant, generalized stress-strain relationship
eccentricity of the thrust on the'bearn-column
constant, generalized stress-strain relationship
depth of cross section
l/Z( P ,
equals \.EI )
length or span of the beam-column
ratio of M to M
Y
ratio of}1 to M , where M = maximum moment'pc y pc
that can be resisted by the cross section in the
presence of axial thrust
ratio of moment at end to My
r~tio of moment causing compression fibers to
yield in the presence of thrust, to My
ratio of moment causing tensile fibers to yield
in the presence of thrust, to My
ratio of P to Py
ratio of Q to Qy
radius of gyration about the axis of bending
distance to a given cross section from the left end
of the beam-column
integration constant, also used in.Eq. (52)
integration constant
curvature at a given cross section
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I
i
<I?y
ct
0
ey
,
11
eo
S
P1
P
2
cry
cp
Cop0
e.pl
cp
2
curvature at a cross section corresponding to My
shape fac tor
deflection at midspan
strain at yie.ld
an expression, Eq. (54)
an expression, Eq. (43)
slope at ends of the beam-column (radians)
an expression, Eq. (44)
length to beginning of primary plastic zone
from left end
length to beginning of secondary plastic zone
from left end
yield stress in kips per sq. inch
ratio of Cl? to <I? y
value of ~ when ~ represen-ts curvature at midspan
value of cp corresponding to m
0
value of ~ corresponding to m1
value of cp corresponding to m.
2
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29. FLOWCHART LEGEND
Start
Return
~ogical IF
<0 >0 Arithmetic IF
~NTRY o ••)
I
I
I
t
CALL
., ....
WRITE Statement
ENTRY Point
Substitution Statement
or an operation described briefly
CALL Statement
Link/Continuation
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